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Flavor physics at the B Factories:

BELLE & BABAR
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B Factory: requirements
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• Primary goal: measure “sin2β” in B0 decays to J/ψK0S 

• Needed:

- high-statistics sample of B0 mesons
=> high-luminosity e+e- collider at the Υ(4S) resonance

- full kinematical reconstruction of the signal events…
… + efficient background rejection
=> 4π detector: tracking + calorimetry + particle ID

- accurate lifetime measurement of the B0 candidates
=> boosted Υ(4S) center-of-mass frame + excellent vertexing

- efficient B-flavor tagging
=> excellent lepton and kaon identification capabilities
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B0 measurement principle at a B factory
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PEP-II at SLAC
• PEP-II e+e- collider at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

• 2.2km ring, 1658 bunches

• 9.0GeV electrons on 3.1GeV positrons
=> boost βγ=0.56

• Peak luminosity: 12x1033cm-2s-1

• Integrated luminosity: 553fb-1 

• Operated until 2008
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KEK-B at KEK
• KEK-B e+e- collider at KEK (Japan)

• 3km ring, 5120 bunches

• 8.0GeV electrons on 3.5GeV positrons
=> boost βγ=0.43

• Peak luminosity: 21x1033cm-2s-1

• Integrated luminosity: 1040fb-1

• Upgrading to Super-KEKB:

- luminosity: 8x1035cm-2s-1 

- 50ab-1 by 2020
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BABAR detector
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The BABAR Detector

 Tracking: s(p
T
)/p

T
 = 0.13% p

T
  0.45%

 DIRC: K/p separation >3.5s for p<3.5 GeV/c
 EMC: s

E
/E = 2.3% E-1/4  1.9%

e- (9GeV)

e+ (3.1GeV)

Silicon Vertex Tracker
5 double-sided layers

Instrumented Flux Return

1.5T Solenoid
(superconducting)

Electro-Magnetic Calorimeter
6580 CsI(Tl) crystals

DIRC (PID)
144 quartz bars

Drift Chamber
40 layers
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Si vtx.det.
3 lyr. DSSD

 14/15 lyr. RPC+Fe
µ/kL detection

Tracking + dE/dx
small cell + He/C2H5

Aerogel Cherenkov cnt.
n=1.015~1.030

SC solenoid
1.5T

Csl(TI)16X0

TOF counter

3.5GeV e+

8GeV e� 

Belle Detector

In 2001, Belle discovered CP 
violation in the B meson 
system, in 2002, it announced a 
precise measurement of the 
CP violating parameter,
  sin2�1=0.719±0.074±0.035.
This result is in agreement with 
the other experiments, and 
provides a confirmation of the 
Kobayashi-Maskawa model for 
CP violation.   
An updated result will be 
announced at this conference.
(Tom Browder's talk at Session 5)

CP violation studied using 
the high luminosity
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http://belle.kek.jp/
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KEKB consists of a linear injector and two  3km-circumference storage rings.

Key components of KEKB

Superconducting RF cavity EPICS based control

RF cavity with a large energy storage 
cavity

IR with a finite crossing angle

Horizontal Emittance 18 24
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/pb

105@1410
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514/3096/11433

Beam current
Number of bunches

Bunch current
Bunch spacing

Bunch trains
Total RF volatage Vc
Synchrotron tune �s
Betatron tune �x / �y
Beta's at IP �+x / �+y

Estimated vertical beam size at IP  �+y

Beam-beam parameters  �x / �y
Beam lifetime

Luminosity (Belle Csl)

Luminosity records
per day /7days/month

KEKB is first to achieve luminosity above 1034 !! 
The peak luminosity of the KEKB asymmetric B factory exceeded 1034/cm2/s : this enables 
Belle to accumulate more than a half million B-anti B pairs  per day.   

http://kcgsrv1.kek.jp/

KEKKEK KEKB and Belle
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Backgrounds at the Υ(4S)
• For B physics analyses, the dominant backgrounds are:

1.continuum background

- e+e- → qq, q=u,d,s,c

- e+e- → e+e-, µ+µ-, τ+τ- 

2.combinatorial background

- other decays of the
Υ(4S) resonance

- BB events (not signal), reconstructed as signal

- e.g. B→ρπ reconstructed as B→ππ (“feed down”)
or the opposite (“feed up”)

- e.g. B1→Dπ and B2→D(→Kπ)lν reconstructed as 
B→DK
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Variables for reconstruction of B mesons
A.Kinematic

- B mass

- B energy

- mass of daughter particles

- decay angle of daughter particles (when applicable)
B.Particle identification

- Cherenkov angle from ring-imaging Cherenkov detector

- Time-of-flight
C.Proper time

- decay time information from production and decay vertices
D.Event shape

- variables characterizing how jetty the event is
(continuum is jetty, while Υ(4S)→BB events are isotropic)
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B mass and energy
• B mass and energy

- center of mass (CM) energy: √s=10.58GeV

- E* and p* = B energy and momentum in CM

Define: B mass calculated with energy fixed at the beam energy

Define: Energy difference between the B and the beam energy

• Names for the B mass:

- beam energy constrained mass mbc (at Belle)

- energy-substituted mass mES (at BABAR)
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470!m!"!0!1070, and 510!m!"!#!1060. The lower
limit on the "0 candidate invariant mass is chosen to reject
background from Ks

0 decays.
For decay chains involving a charged K* or ", we define

H, the cosine of the angle between the pion and the negative
of the B momentum in the vector-meson rest frame. For ""

decays, the direction is that of the !0. For "0 decays, we use
only the magnitude of H, which is independent of the choice
of reference pion. For these decays with a !0 in the final
state, we require that H be greater than #0.5 to reject com-
binatorial background.

F. B meson selection

A B-meson candidate is characterized kinematically by
the energy-substituted mass mES and by the energy differ-
ence #E , defined as

mES$!! 1
2 s"p0•pB

E0
" 2#pB2 $2%

and
#E$$2q0qB#s %/2!s , $3%

where qB$(EB ,pB) and q0$(E0 ,p0) are the four vectors of
the B candidate and the initial electron-positron system, re-
spectively, and s is the square of the invariant mass of the
electron-positron system. When expressed in the &(4S)
frame, these quantities take the simpler but equivalent form

mES$!1
4 s#pB*2 $4%

and

#E$EB*#
1
2
!s , $5%

where the asterisk denotes the value in the &(4S) frame. The
mode-dependent resolutions on these quantities for signal
events are about 3 MeV for mES , and 30–60 MeV for #E .
We require 5.20'mES'5.29 GeV and ##E#'0.2 GeV

for all but the ( (!)!0, )!0, and *!0 modes, where we
loosen the #E range to ##E#'0.3 GeV to account for poorer
detector resolution in these channels.
When multiple B candidates from the same event pass the

selection requirements, we choose a single candidate based
on criteria described below. The average number of candi-
dates per event depends on the mode; it is typically about 1.2
and is always less than 1.5. We find that 70–90% of the
events have a single combination and about 90% of the rest
have two combinations. In decays containing an ( and a K*
or ", we select the candidate with the smallest +2 formed
from the ( and K* or " masses. For decays containing (!
!(!"!#, the +2 is formed from the masses of the (! and
( candidates. For all other decays, we retain the candidate
that has the mass of the primary resonance (( (!), ), or *%
closest to the nominal value ,22-. We have checked that this
choice introduces no significant yield bias, in part because,
for the primary resonance mass, there is an adjustable peak-
ing component included in the fit, which would account for
any small distortion due to this selection.

IV. SOURCES OF BACKGROUND AND SUPPRESSION
TECHNIQUES

Production of BB̄ pairs accounts for a relatively small
fraction of the e"e# cross section even at the peak of the
&(4S) resonance. Upsilon production amounts to about 25%
of the total hadronic cross section, while tau-pair production
and other QED processes occur as well. We describe below
several sources of background, and discuss techniques for
distinguishing them from signal.

A. QED and tau-pair backgrounds

Two-photon processes, Bhabha scattering, muon-pair pro-
duction and tau pair production are characterized by low
charged track multiplicities. Bhabha and muon-pair events
are significantly prescaled at the trigger level. We further
suppress these and other tau and QED processes via a mini-
mum requirement on the event track multiplicity. We require
the event to contain at least one track more than the topology
of our final state, or three tracks, whichever is larger. We also
place a requirement on the ratio of the second to the zeroth
Fox-Wolfram moments ,23-, R2!0.98, calculated with both
charged tracks and neutral energy depositions. These selec-
tion criteria are more than 90% efficient when applied to
signal. From MC simulations we have determined that the
remaining background from these sources is negligible.

B. QCD continuum backgrounds

The primary source of background to all charmless had-
ronic decays of the B meson arises from continuum quark-
antiquark production. The fact that these events are produced
well above threshold provides the means by which they can
be rejected, as the hadronization products are produced in a
jet-like topology. In strong contrast, B mesons resulting from
&(4S) decays are produced just above threshold. Thus the
final-state particles in the signal are distributed approxi-
mately isotropically in the CM frame.
Several event-shape variables are designed to take advan-

tage of this difference. We define the thrust axis for a collec-
tion of particles as the axis that maximizes the sum of the
magnitudes of the longitudinal momenta with respect to the
axis. The angle .T between the thrust axis of the B candidate
and that of the rest of the tracks and neutral clusters in the
event, calculated in the &(4S) frame, is the most powerful
of the shape variables we employ. The distribution of the
magnitude of cos .T is sharply peaked near 1 for combina-
tions drawn from jetlike qq̄ pairs and is nearly uniform for
the isotropic B-meson decays. This behavior is shown in Fig.
5. The selection criterion placed on cos .T is optimized for
each channel to maximize our sensitivity to signal in the
presence of continuum background and to reduce the size of
the sample entering the fit. The optimization procedure is
described in Sec. VII. The maximum allowed value of
#cos .T# chosen for each signal mode is listed in Table I.
Further use of the event topology is made via the con-

struction of a Fisher discriminant F, which is subsequently
used as a discriminating variable in the likelihood fit. The
Fisher discriminant we use is an optimized linear combina-

B MESON DECAYS TO ( (!)K*, ( (!)" , ( (!)!0, )!0, AND *!0 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 032006 $2004%

032006-9
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B mass and energy
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the ! decay plane "the plane of the three pions in the ! rest
frame# and the flight direction of the !, measured in the !
rest frame.
Because correlations among the discriminating variables

"except resonance mass and H for background# in the se-
lected data are small, we take the probability distribution
function "PDF# for each event i to be a product of the PDF’s
for the separate discriminating variables. We define hypoth-
eses j, where j can be signal, continuum background, or
"where appropriate# BB̄ background. The PDF’s can be writ-
ten as

Pj
i!Pj"mES

i #Pj"$Ei#Pj"Fi#Pj"mP
i #Pj"mV

i ,Hi#, "6#

where mP indicates the pseudoscalar candidate mass in the fit
"absent for B0!!%0 and B0!&%0 modes# and mV indi-
cates the vector candidate mass "absent for the ' (!)%0

modes#.
The likelihood function for each decay mode is

L!
exp""( jY j#

N! )
i

N

(
j
Y jPj

i , "7#

where Y j is the yield of events for hypothesis j "to be found
by the fitter# and N is the observed number of events in the
sample. The first factor takes into account the Poisson fluc-
tuations in the total number of events.

VI. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND MODEL

We determine the PDF’s for signal from MC distributions
for each discriminating variable. The PDF’s for BB̄ back-
ground "where appropriate# arise from fitting the composite
BB̄ MC sample, described in Sec. VI A. For the continuum
background we establish the functional forms and initial pa-
rameter values of the PDF’s with data from sidebands in mES
or $E . We then refine the main background parameters "ex-
cluding resonance-mass central values and widths# by allow-
ing them to float in the final fit so that they are determined by
the full data sample. The following sections describe first the
construction of samples to represent BB̄ background, and
then the control samples used to validate the PDF shapes and
make adjustments to the means and widths of the distribu-
tions where needed. Finally we describe the detailed func-
tional forms used to parameterize all of the signal and back-
ground distributions.

A. Inclusion of BB̄ background in the fits

As discussed in Sec. IVC, backgrounds from other
charmless B decays need to be accounted for explicitly in the
maximum likelihood fit for some decay chains.
Since we find that the signal yield bias due to BB̄ back-

ground for the '3%K* channels is less than 1% of the signal
yield, we do not include a BB̄ component for these modes.
For all modes with a K*#!K#%0 decay, nearly all BB̄
backgrounds are removed by the requirement H$"0.5. This
requirement is also helpful in reducing the BB̄ background

for decays with a *#!%#%0, though sufficient background
remains to be included in the fit. For all other modes except
B0!&%0, we include a BB̄ component in the fit. The fit
number of BB̄ events is a small fraction of the total sample
and is tabulated in Table II in Sec. IX.
The PDF’s for BB̄ background are determined by fitting a

sample of MC events composed of several charmless decay
chains, with the PDF shapes described below. For the '
!++ channels, the BB̄ background is dominated by B
!K*+ decays, even after the ' decay angle requirement,
due to the relatively large K*+ branching fraction (40
%10"6). For the B!'* channels, the largest backgrounds
are from 'K* decays, with misidentification of the charged
kaon or loss of the kaon while selecting a pion from the other
B. For the '! channels, the dominant backgrounds in all
modes, except for '*+! * , arise from B!'!K decays, due to
the relatively large branching fraction (,70%10"6). An-
other important background for the '*+! K* channels, is
K**0 decays, where the * is combined with a photon to fake
an '!. For the '*+! * and '*+! %0 modes, BB̄ backgrounds are
primarily from B#!*#*0 and B0!*#*" decays. For the
decays with a primary %0, the largest backgrounds are from
B#!' (!)*# and B#!!*# decays, where due to the
forward-backward peaking of the *# H distribution, the %0

is often energetic and the charged pion is lost.

B. PDF corrections from data control samples

We validate the simulation on which we rely for signal
PDF’s by comparing critical distributions of discriminating
variables in MC with those from large data control samples.
For mES and $E "see Fig. 7#, we use the decays B"

!%"D0 and B"!*"D0 with D0!K"%#%0, which have
similar topology to the modes under study here. We select
these samples by making loose requirements on mES and
$E , and more stringent selections on cos -T and the D0 and
* candidate masses "as appropriate#. We also place kinematic
requirements on the D and B daughters to force the charmed
decay to look as much like that of a charmless decay as
possible without eliminating the control-sample signal.
These selection criteria are applied both to the data and to a
MC mixture of related B!DX and B!D*X decays, which

FIG. 7. Distributions of "a# mES and "b# $E from the B"

!%"D0 data sample used to determine the small corrections to
signal Monte Carlo PDF shapes.

B MESON DECAYS TO ' (!)K*, ' (!)* , ' (!)%0, !%0, AND &%0 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 032006 "2004#

032006-11

Resolution ≈ few MeV
End-point at the beam 

energy

Resolution ≈ 20-60 MeV
Smooth  background
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Event shape

• B mesons are produced (almost) at rest in Υ(4S) CM
=> decay products are isotropic in CM frame

• the light quarks (u,d,s,c) in continuum events have high momentum
=> decay products are emitted along a main direction

• define the thrust axis as the axis that maximizes the sum of 
momenta projected on this axis

• the cosine of the angle θT of the thrust
axis of the B candidate with respect
to the thrust axis of the rest of the
event is flat for signal, and sharply
peaked at 1.0 for continuum
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Analysis techniques (II)
� Backgrounds:

� combinatoric e+e- �  qq (q=u,d,s,c)  (dominant background) 
� event shape variables

� other B decays

� Signal extracted with ML fit on discriminating variables

tion of the remaining event shape information !excluding
cos "T , which we have already used in our preselection re-
quirements#. The variables entering the Fisher discriminant
are the angles with respect to the beam axis of the B momen-
tum and B thrust axis $in the %(4S) frame&, and the zeroth
and second angular moments L0,2 of the energy flow about
the B thrust axis. The moments are defined by L j!' ipi
"!cos "i!j, where " i is the angle with respect to the B thrust
axis of track or neutral cluster i, pi is its momentum, and the
sum excludes the B candidate. The coefficients used to com-
bine these variables are chosen to maximize the separation
!difference of means divided by quadrature sum of errors#
between the signal and continuum background distributions
of L j , and are determined from studies of signal MC and
off-peak data. We have studied the optimization of F for a
variety of signal modes, and find that the optimal sets of
coefficients are nearly identical for all. Thus we do not re-
optimize the Fisher coefficients for each individual decay.
Because the information contained in F is correlated with
!cos "T!, the separation between signal and background is
dependent on the !cos "T! requirement made prior to the for-
mation of F. In Fig. 6, we show the Fisher-discriminant dis-
tribution for signal and continuum background for the B#

!D0(# control sample.

C. BB̄ backgrounds

Most charmless hadronic-B-decay analyses do not have
much background from other B decays. Specifically, since
most B mesons decay via b!c transitions, the strange and
light meson decay products from such decays result from b
!c!q cascades, and thus have lower momentum than
those expected in the signal final states. This small back-
ground is included in our qq̄ background PDF shapes !see
next section# since the shapes are extracted from on-peak
data.
We have found, however, that some of the signal modes

!see Table II in Sec. IX# do suffer from backgrounds from
charmless hadronic decay modes. We investigate back-
grounds that may not be completely suppressed by the selec-
tion criteria defined in Sec. III with Monte Carlo samples of

BB̄ events corresponding to several times the number of
such events in the dataset. When we find an indication of a
high selection rate for a particular background decay mode,
we use the experimentally measured !when available# or
theoretically predicted branching fraction of that mode to
determine its expected contribution. Fits to simulated experi-
ments such as those described in Sec. VII are used to evalu-
ate whether such events cause a significant bias to the mea-
sured signal yield. Based on these studies, we have adjusted
!while still blind# some selection criteria and in some cases
added a component to the ML fit to account explicitly for the
remaining BB̄ background contributions. Systematic errors
account for the uncertainties in this method. The details of
this procedure are described below.

V. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FIT

We use an unbinned, extended maximum likelihood fit to
extract signal yields for our modes. A subsample of events to
fit for each decay channel is selected as described in Sec. III.
The sample sizes for the decay chains reported here range
from 700 to 30 000 events, where we include sidebands in all
discriminating variables in order to parametrize the
backgrounds.

Likelihood function

The likelihood function incorporates several discriminat-
ing variables to distinguish signal from the large number of
background events retained by the sample selection. We de-
scribe the B-decay kinematics with two variables: )E and
mES !as defined in Sec. III F#. We also include the mass of
the primary resonance candidate (m* , m*! , mK* , m+ , m, ,
or m-) and the Fisher discriminant F. For the vector-
pseudoscalar modes with a K*, +, ,, or -, we also include in
the fit the helicity cosine H of the vector meson. For the K*,
+, and -, H is defined in Sec. III E. For the B0!,(0 decay,
H is defined as the cosine of the angle between the normal to

FIG. 5. Distribution in !cos "T! for a typical B meson decay
(B0!*+.! (0 MC, solid points# and for the corresponding con-
tinuum background data !open circles#.

FIG. 6. Distributions of Fisher-discriminant output for the data
control mode B#!D0(#, D0!K#($(0 !points with error bars#,
corresponding signal Monte Carlo !solid histogram#, continuum
data !open circles# and continuum Monte Carlo !dashed histogram#
after requiring !cos "T!%0.9. The Fisher discriminant and !cos "T!
are strongly correlated, so the separation depends on this require-
ment.

AUBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 032006 !2004#

032006-10
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Decay time difference
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• σ(Δz)≈180µm

• σ(Δt)≈1.1ps (BABAR) & 1.4ps (Belle)
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Δz ≈260µm
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µ-
J/ψt=t0 t=t0+Δt

Δz=βγ cΔt Used for “flavor tagging”
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Flavor tagging
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• Various tagging algorithms
based on:

- leptons

- kaons (b → c → s)

- other global event properties

• Combined in a neural network (BABAR) or likelihood (Belle)

• Mistag from effects such as opposite lepton sign in b or c quark decay
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Δz ≈200µm
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π-
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J/ψ

t=t0 t=t0+Δt

Δz=βγ cΔt Used for “flavor tagging”
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Tagging performance
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M. Antonelli et al. / Physics Reports 494 (2010) 197–414 233

Table 7
Tagging performances of the opposite side tagging algorithms at BaBar [228], Belle [229], D0 [223], and CDF [230]. Note that the individual tagger
performance in the latter case are determined in non-exclusive sample so their sum is greater than the neural network (NN) based combined opposite side
tagging for CDF. All errors given are statistical.

Category Efficiency ⇧ (%) Effect. dilution ⌃D⌥ (%) Tagging Power ⇧D2 (%)
BaBar Belle (r ⇧) BaBar Belle BaBar Belle BaBar Belle

Lepton 0.875–1 8.96 ± 0.07 14.4 ± 0.9 99.4 ± 0.3 97.0 ± 0.5 7.98 ± 0.11 13.5 ± 0.9
Kaon I 0.75–0.875 10.82 ± 0.07 9.8 ± 0.7 89.4 ± 0.3 78.2 ± 0.9 8.65 ± 0.3 6.0 ± 0.5
Kaon II 0.625–0.75 17.19 ± 0.09 10.7 ± 0.8 71.0 ± 0.4 68.4 ± 1.0 8.68 ± 0.17 5.0 ± 0.5
Kaon-Pion 0.5–0.625 13.67 ± 0.08 10.8 ± 0.8 53.4 ± 0.4 55.0 ± 1.1 3.91 ± 0.12 3.3 ± 0.4
Pion 0.25–0.5 14.18 ± 0.08 14.6 ± 0.9 35.0 ± 0.4 36.0 ± 0.8 1.73 ± 0.09 1.9 ± 0.2
Other 0–0.25 9.54 ± 0.07 39.7 ± 1.5 17.0 ± 0.5 7.2 ± 0.7 0.27 ± 0.04 0.2 ± 0.1

Total tagging power 31.2 ± 0.3 29.9 ± 1.2

CDF D0 CDF D0 CDF D0

Muon 5.5 ± 0.1 6.6 ± 0.1 35.3 ± 1.1 47.3 ± 2.7 0.68 ± 0.05 1.48 ± 0.17
Electron 3.1 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 30.7 ± 1.1 34.1 ± 5.8 0.29 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.07
Jet charge 90.5 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 9.5 ± 0.5 42.4 ± 4.8 0.80 ± 0.05 0.50 ± 0.11
Kaon 18.1 ± 0.1 N/A 11.1 ± 0.9 N/A 0.23 ± 0.02 N/A

Total tagging power 1.81 ± 0.10 2.19 ± 0.22

In the case of opposite side flavor tags, the dilution is expected to be independent of the type of B meson (B0, B+, Bs)
under study, hence can be studied on large inclusive semileptonic samples (CDF) or on B0 or B+ samples (D0) and then
applied in Bs related measurement. The final calibration of the opposite side tagging methods come from a measurement
of the B0 oscillation frequency �md in hadronic and semileptonic samples of B mesons at both B-factories and Tevatron
experiments. A perfectly calibrated tagging method applied to a large sample of B

0
mesons should result in a precise

measurement of�md. In turn one canuse thewell knownworld average value of�md to check and re-calibrate the predicted
dilutions of the opposite side tagging algorithms.

Same side flavor tagging
The initial flavor of a B meson can additionally be tagged by exploiting correlations of the B flavor with the charge of

particles produced in association with it (SST). Such correlations arise from b quark hadronization and from B⇥⇥ decays. In
the case of a B� or B

0
mesons, the fragmentation particles are mainly pions while B s meson are primarily accompanied by

fragmentation Kaons. In the B s meson case we thus refer to this method as ‘‘same side Kaon tagging’’ (SSKT). In the simplest
picture, where only pseudo-scalar mesons are produced directly by the fragmentation process, the following charged stable
mesons are expected: a B

0
will be produced along with ⇤�, a B� will be produced with a ⇤+ or a K+, and a B s will be

produced with a K�. Corresponding relations are true for the charge conjugated Bmesons. The idea of the same side tagging
algorithm is to identify the leading fragmentation track charge and to determine the B initial flavor accordingly.

Several advantages compared to the opposite side tagging algorithms are worth mentioning. The SST shows a high
efficiency since the leading fragmentation track is in the same detector region as the signal B hadron, thus, within the
detector acceptance, and there are also no limitations due to branching ratios. The search region for same side tagging
tracks is limited near the signal B direction. Due to this geometrical restriction, the SST is robust against background from
the underlying event or multiple interactions. Finally neutral meson mixing does not dilute the useful charge correlation.
These advantages are reflected in an higher flavor tagging dilution.

Unlike the opposite side flavor tagging algorithms, the performance of the same side algorithmcannot easily be quantified
using data. Since SST is based on information from the signal B fragmentation process, its performance depends on the
signal B species. Therefore, B+ and B0 modes can not be used to calibrate the same side tagging performance for Bs mesons.
Instead, prior to the actual observation of Bs mixing, the experiments had to rely uponMonte Carlo simulation to quantify the
performance of same side tagging for Bs mesons. High statistics B+ and B0 modes have been used to verify that specifically
tuned Monte Carlo program accurately model the fragmentation process.

The CDF algorithm [231] starts selecting charged tracks with pT ⌅ 450 MeV/c , good momentum and impact parameter
resolution as potential tagging tracks. Fragmentation tracks originate from the primary vertex, therefore an impact
parameter significance less than 4 is required. To reject background from multiple interactions, the tracks are required
to be close to the Bs candidates both along the beam direction and in �R =

�
�⇥2 + �⌅2 ⇤ 0.7.

About 60% of the tagged events have one and only one tagging track. Of the remaining events approximately one-third
have all tagging trackswith the same charge. Therefore, the subsequent tagging algorithmmakes a choice betweenmultiple,
oppositely charged tracks in about one-fourth of all tagged events. Several variables have been employed. Themost sensitive
was found to be the maximum longitudinal component of the tagging tracks with respect to the B momentum, and after
that the largest likelihood to be a Kaon based on TOF and dE/dxmeasurements. A neural network is finally used to combine
the available information. Examples of the dependence of the dilution on the variables discussed above are given in Fig. 7
for the subsample with only one tagging track.

• Tagging efficiency depends on

- fraction of events for which tagging can be obtained: ε

- probability to make wrong B flavor identification: pw 

• D=1-2pw is the dilution (1≡perfect identification; 0≡no flavor identification)

=> effective tagging power: εD2 = ε(1-2pw)2 
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Extraction of physics quantities
• Discriminating variables are generally combined in a 

maximum likelihood (ML) fit

- use uncorrelated variables

- correlated variables are combined into a NN or Fisher discriminant

- extended ML fits are used for branching fraction measurements 
(N events, Yj=yields, Pij=probability for event i and event 
category j)

- time-dependent fits are extensions of the above function

- PDF parameters are determined from control samples, or left 
floating in the ML fit

- up to O(100) free parameters in some ML fits!
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the ! decay plane "the plane of the three pions in the ! rest
frame# and the flight direction of the !, measured in the !
rest frame.
Because correlations among the discriminating variables

"except resonance mass and H for background# in the se-
lected data are small, we take the probability distribution
function "PDF# for each event i to be a product of the PDF’s
for the separate discriminating variables. We define hypoth-
eses j, where j can be signal, continuum background, or
"where appropriate# BB̄ background. The PDF’s can be writ-
ten as

Pj
i!Pj"mES

i #Pj"$Ei#Pj"Fi#Pj"mP
i #Pj"mV

i ,Hi#, "6#

where mP indicates the pseudoscalar candidate mass in the fit
"absent for B0!!%0 and B0!&%0 modes# and mV indi-
cates the vector candidate mass "absent for the ' (!)%0

modes#.
The likelihood function for each decay mode is

L!
exp""( jY j#

N! )
i

N

(
j
Y jPj

i , "7#

where Y j is the yield of events for hypothesis j "to be found
by the fitter# and N is the observed number of events in the
sample. The first factor takes into account the Poisson fluc-
tuations in the total number of events.

VI. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND MODEL

We determine the PDF’s for signal from MC distributions
for each discriminating variable. The PDF’s for BB̄ back-
ground "where appropriate# arise from fitting the composite
BB̄ MC sample, described in Sec. VI A. For the continuum
background we establish the functional forms and initial pa-
rameter values of the PDF’s with data from sidebands in mES
or $E . We then refine the main background parameters "ex-
cluding resonance-mass central values and widths# by allow-
ing them to float in the final fit so that they are determined by
the full data sample. The following sections describe first the
construction of samples to represent BB̄ background, and
then the control samples used to validate the PDF shapes and
make adjustments to the means and widths of the distribu-
tions where needed. Finally we describe the detailed func-
tional forms used to parameterize all of the signal and back-
ground distributions.

A. Inclusion of BB̄ background in the fits

As discussed in Sec. IVC, backgrounds from other
charmless B decays need to be accounted for explicitly in the
maximum likelihood fit for some decay chains.
Since we find that the signal yield bias due to BB̄ back-

ground for the '3%K* channels is less than 1% of the signal
yield, we do not include a BB̄ component for these modes.
For all modes with a K*#!K#%0 decay, nearly all BB̄
backgrounds are removed by the requirement H$"0.5. This
requirement is also helpful in reducing the BB̄ background

for decays with a *#!%#%0, though sufficient background
remains to be included in the fit. For all other modes except
B0!&%0, we include a BB̄ component in the fit. The fit
number of BB̄ events is a small fraction of the total sample
and is tabulated in Table II in Sec. IX.
The PDF’s for BB̄ background are determined by fitting a

sample of MC events composed of several charmless decay
chains, with the PDF shapes described below. For the '
!++ channels, the BB̄ background is dominated by B
!K*+ decays, even after the ' decay angle requirement,
due to the relatively large K*+ branching fraction (40
%10"6). For the B!'* channels, the largest backgrounds
are from 'K* decays, with misidentification of the charged
kaon or loss of the kaon while selecting a pion from the other
B. For the '! channels, the dominant backgrounds in all
modes, except for '*+! * , arise from B!'!K decays, due to
the relatively large branching fraction (,70%10"6). An-
other important background for the '*+! K* channels, is
K**0 decays, where the * is combined with a photon to fake
an '!. For the '*+! * and '*+! %0 modes, BB̄ backgrounds are
primarily from B#!*#*0 and B0!*#*" decays. For the
decays with a primary %0, the largest backgrounds are from
B#!' (!)*# and B#!!*# decays, where due to the
forward-backward peaking of the *# H distribution, the %0

is often energetic and the charged pion is lost.

B. PDF corrections from data control samples

We validate the simulation on which we rely for signal
PDF’s by comparing critical distributions of discriminating
variables in MC with those from large data control samples.
For mES and $E "see Fig. 7#, we use the decays B"

!%"D0 and B"!*"D0 with D0!K"%#%0, which have
similar topology to the modes under study here. We select
these samples by making loose requirements on mES and
$E , and more stringent selections on cos -T and the D0 and
* candidate masses "as appropriate#. We also place kinematic
requirements on the D and B daughters to force the charmed
decay to look as much like that of a charmless decay as
possible without eliminating the control-sample signal.
These selection criteria are applied both to the data and to a
MC mixture of related B!DX and B!D*X decays, which

FIG. 7. Distributions of "a# mES and "b# $E from the B"

!%"D0 data sample used to determine the small corrections to
signal Monte Carlo PDF shapes.

B MESON DECAYS TO ' (!)K*, ' (!)* , ' (!)%0, !%0, AND &%0 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 032006 "2004#
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Recoil technique
• Υ(4S)→BB  => we can reconstruct one B meson (Breco), and 

we know the momentum and direction of the other B (Bsig)

- this method gives a very clean sample of Bsig decays recoiling 
against the reconstructed Breco 

- but the overall statistics is low

=>Very useful to look for relatively abundant B decays, but 
which are subject to sizable backgrounds

• For example:

- inclusive semileptonic B decays

- B0→νν (“invisible” decay)

- inclusive charmless b→sg
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Fig. 13. Distributions of the (a) the missing mass squared for selected B ⌅ D�⇧ candidates, in BB events tagged by a hadronic decay of the second B
meson in the event [250], (b) cos ⌅BY , for a sample of B

0 ⌅ D⇥+ ��⇧ candidates [251]. Her the unshaded histogram indicates the signal distribution, on
top of background contributions, mostly from other semileptonic B decays.

reduced. In addition, the kinematics of the final state are constrained such that given a fully reconstructed tag of one decays,
the presence of a missing or undetectable particle like ⇧ or K 0

L meson can be identified from the missing momentum and
missing energy of the whole event (see for example [252]).

The tagging technique for⌥(3770) ⌅ DD eventswas first developed by theMark III collaboration [253] at SLAC, and has
since been exploited in many analyses based on data from by CLEOc, BES, KLOE, and the B Factories. For ⌥(3770) ⌅ D0 D

0

events there are several tag modes, which can be divided into three categories: pure flavor tags such as D0 ⌅ K� e+ ⇧e and
D0 ⌅ ⌃� µ+ ⇧µ ; quasi-flavor tags for neutral mesons, such as D0 ⌅ K� ⌃+ , D0 ⌅ K� ⌃+ ⌃0 and D0 ⌅ K� ⌃+ ⌃+ ⌃� ,
for which there is a small doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed contribution, and tags for CP-eigenstates such as D0 ⌅ K+ K� and
K 0
L ⌃0 . The quasi-flavor tags canbeused tomakeprecisionmeasurements of branching fractions [254] andpartial rates [255].

The three decays listed correspond to 25% of the total branching fraction. Since the⌥(3770) is a C = �1 state, the detection
of a tag with definite CPmeans that the other Dmeson in the event must be of opposite CP. Studies combined flavor and CP-
tagged samples of K⌃ events [256] and K 0

S ⌃+ ⌃� [257] have resulted in the determination of the strong-phase parameters
in D decay. Using low-multiplicity decays, such as D+ ⌅ K� ⌃+ ⌃+ and D+ ⌅ K 0

S ⌃+ has resulted in extremely clean
samples, even for rare signal decays, and thus precise branching fraction and partial rate measurements.

Single-tag efficiencies and purities vary considerably depending on the number of tracks and neutrals in the decay. For
example, D0 ⌅ K� ⌃+ and D+ ⌅ K 0

S ⌃+ ⌃0 tags have efficiencies of 65% and 22% and sample purities of ⇤5% and ⇤50%,
respectively. For fully reconstructed hadronic tags the discriminating variable (shown in Fig. 14) is the beam-constrained
mass (see Section 3.2.5 and Eq. (102)).

The recoil technique has also been used successfully in e+e� ⌅ D+
s D⇥�

s events at CLEO-c to measure branching
fractions [258]. Tag decays include D�

s ⌅ K+ K� ⌃� , D�
s ⌅ K 0

S K
� , D�

s ⌅ K+ K� ⌃� ⌃0 and D�
s ⌅ ⌃+ ⌃� ⌃�

and correspond to approximately 20% of the total D�
s branching fraction. The D⇥�

s ⌅ D�
s ⇤ /⌃0 candidates are identified

with or without the explicit reconstruction of the photon or ⌃0.
At the ⇥ (4S) resonance, the higher mass of the b mesons lead to much smaller individual branching fractions for

individual decays, which means that the achievable tagging efficiencies are much lower. Nevertheless, both BaBar and Belle
have developed and employed several tagging techniques. The cleanest samples are possible for tree-mediated hadronic
decays of the form B ⌅ D(⇥)X , where X refers a hadronic state of one or more hadrons, up to five charged mesons (pions
or Kaons), up to two neutral pions or a K 0

S , and the D0,(⇥), D+,(⇥) or D+,(⇥)
s mesons are reconstructed in many different

decays modes. The kinematic variables �E and mES, introduced in Section 3.2.5, are used to isolate the true tag decays
from combinatorial background and to estimate the purity of the tag samples. The purity of a given tag mode is used to
separate the cleaner samples from those with high background, the actual choice usually depends on the signal mode under
study. The tag efficiency is typically 0.3% and has a signal-to-noise ratio of 0.5 (see Fig. 14).

Significantly higher tag efficiencies can be obtained for semileptonic B decays, for instance B ⌅ D(⇥)�⇧ (� = e, µ), with
a branching fraction of more than 7% for each lepton. For Dmesons the same decays listed above are used, are reconstructed
and for the D⇥ mesons the decays are D⇥+ ⌅ D0⌃+ ,D+ ⌃0 and D⇥0 ⌅ D0⌃0 ,D0⇤ . Due to the very small mass
difference of the D⇥ and D mesons, the pions and photons from its decay are of low energy, and thus the mass difference
�M = m(D⌃)�m(D) can be very well measured. The presence of a neutrino in the decay can be checked using the variable
cos⌅BY defined in Eq. (104). As for hadronic tags, tag selection and its efficiency and purity are strongly dependent on the
signal decay recoiling against the tag. Typical efficiencies are of order 0.5%–1%.

The biggest advantage of the hadronic B tags over the semileptonic B tags is the better measurement of the reconstructed
B momentum. This permits constraints on the signal decays in the recoil and precise reconstruction of the kinematic
variables even in decays with a neutrino or missing neutral Kaon. Otherwise the two tags have similar performance. They
are completely orthogonal samples and thus can be combined.
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Analysis technique: summary

20
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a

g b

Analysis Technique: Overview

Use Maximum Likelihood (ML) fit technique
Use kinematic, event shape and decay time variables
Apply loose cuts  keep side-bands for background fitting
Main background: e +e -  qq continuum  (q=u,d,s,c)

Rejected with preliminary cut on thrust angle
Extract from ML fit:

signal yields
charge asymmetries
time dependent asymmetries
+ several parameters (PDFs, efficiencies, etc...)

Several crosschecks:
''toy MC''
 control samples
 etc...

 Signal
 Continuum background

|cos Q
thrust

|
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Measurement of the angle β
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Time-dependent asymmetry
• The asymmetry Af (t) can be written (assuming ΔΓ=0 and |q/p|=1) 

where

22

�f = e�i�M

✓
Af

Af

◆

Af (t) = Sf sin(�mt)� Cf cos(�mt)

Sf �
2Im(�f )
1 + |�f |2

Cf ⇥
1� |�f |2

1 + |�f |2
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Feynman diagrams for b→qqq’
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20 12. CP violation in meson decays

d or s

b q

q!

q

V"
qb

Vqq!

B0
or
Bs f

(a) tf

d or s

b q!

q

q

V"
qub Vquq!

qu
B0
or
Bs f

(b) pfqu

Figure 12.2: Feynman diagrams for (a) tree and (b) penguin amplitudes
contributing to B0 ! f or Bs ! f via a b ! qqq! quark-level process.

Since the amplitude Af involves two di!erent weak phases, the corresponding decays
can exhibit both CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing,
Sf "= 0, and CP violation in decays, Cf "= 0. (At the present level of experimental
precision, the contribution to Cf from CP violation in mixing is negligible, see
Eq. (12.70).) If the contribution from a second weak phase is suppressed, then the
interpretation of Sf in terms of Lagrangian CP -violating parameters is clean, while
Cf is small. If such a second contribution is not suppressed, Sf depends on hadronic
parameters and, if the relevant strong phase is large, Cf is large.

A summary of b ! qqq! modes with q! = s or d is given in Table 12.1. The b ! ddq

July 30, 2010 14:36
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Penguin
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Decay amplitudes
• For B→J/ψKS decays, the ratio A/A is

• For several B decays, determine the dominant phase in the 
decay amplitude, and the size of the next contribution
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where we assume that !" = 0 and |q/p| = 1. An alternative notation in use is Af ! "Cf ,
but this Af should not be confused with the Af of Eq. (12.13).

A large class of interesting processes proceed via quark transitions of the form b # qqq!

with q! = s or d. For q = c or u, there are contributions from both tree (t) and penguin
(pqu , where qu = u, c, t is the quark in the loop) diagrams (see Fig. 12.2) which carry
di#erent weak phases:

Af =
!
V "

qbVqq!

"
tf +

#

qu=u,c,t

!
V "

qubVquq!

"
pqu
f . (12.75)

(The distinction between tree and penguin contributions is a heuristic one; the separation
by the operator that enters is more precise. For a detailed discussion of the more complete
operator product approach, which also includes higher order QCD corrections, see, for
example, Ref. 45.) Using CKM unitarity, these decay amplitudes can always be written
in terms of just two CKM combinations. For example, for f = !!, which proceeds via
b # uud transition, we can write

A!! = (V "
ubVud)T!! + (V "

tbVtd) P t
!!, (12.76)

where T!! = t!! + pu
!! " pc

!! and P t
!! = pt

!! " pc
!!. CP -violating phases in Eq. (12.76)

appear only in the CKM elements, so that

A!!

A!!
=

$
VubV

"
ud

%
T!! +

$
VtbV

"
td

%
P t

!!$
V "

ubVud

%
T!! +

$
V "

tbVtd

%
P t

!!
. (12.77)

For f = J/"K, which proceeds via b # ccs transition, we can write

A"K = (V "
cbVcs)T"K + (V "

ubVus)Pu
"K , (12.78)

where T"K = t"K + pc
"K " pt

"K and Pu
"K = pu

"K " pt
"K . A subtlety arises in this decay

that is related to the fact that B0 decays into a final J/"K0 state while B
0 decays into

a final J/"K0 state. A common final state, e.g., J/"KS , is reached only via K0 " K0

mixing. Consequently, the phase factor (defined in Eq. (12.42)) corresponding to neutral
K mixing, e#i#M(K) = (V "

cdVcs)/(VcdV
"
cs), plays a role:

A"KS

A"KS

= "
$
VcbV

"
cs

%
T"K +

$
VubV

"
us

%
Pu

"K$
V "

cbVcs
%
T"K +

$
V "

ubVus
%
Pu

"K

$
V "

cdVcs

VcdV
"
cs

. (12.79)

For q = s or d, there are only penguin contributions to Af , that is, tf = 0 in Eq. (12.75).
(The tree b # uuq! transition followed by uu # qq rescattering is included below in
the Pu terms.) Again, CKM unitarity allows us to write Af in terms of two CKM
combinations. For example, for f = #KS , which proceeds via b # sss transition, we can
write

A#KS

A#KS

= "
$
VcbV

"
cs

%
P c

#K +
$
VubV

"
us

%
Pu

#K$
V "

cbVcs
%
P c

#K +
$
V "

ubVus
%
Pu

#K

$
V "

cdVcs

VcdV
"
cs

, (12.80)

where P c
#K = pc

#K " pt
#K and Pu

#K = pu
#K " pt

#K .
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transitions lead to final states that are similar to the b ! uuq transitions and have similar
phase dependence. Final states that consist of two-vector mesons (!" and "") are not
CP eigenstates, and angular analysis is needed to separate the CP -even from the CP -odd
contributions.

Table 12.1: Summary of b ! qqq! modes with q! = s or d. The second and third
columns give examples of final hadronic states. The fourth column gives the CKM
dependence of the amplitude Af , using the notation of Eqs. (12.76, 12.78,12.80),
with the dominant term first and the subdominant second. The suppression factor
of the second term compared to the first is given in the last column. “Loop” refers
to a penguin versus tree-suppression factor (it is mode-dependent and roughly
O(0.2 " 0.3)) and # = 0.23 is the expansion parameter of Eq. (12.48).

b ! qqq! B0 ! f Bs ! f CKM dependence of Af Suppression

b̄ ! c̄cs̄ !KS !" (V "
cbVcs)T + (V "

ubVus)Pu loop# #2

b̄ ! s̄ss̄ "KS "" (V "
cbVcs)P c + (V "

ubVus)Pu #2

b̄ ! ūus̄ $0KS K+K# (V "
cbVcs)P c + (V "

ubVus)T #2/loop
b̄ ! c̄cd̄ D+D# !KS (V "

cbVcd)T + (V "
tbVtd)P t loop

b̄ ! s̄sd̄ "$ "KS (V "
tbVtd)P t + (V "

cbVcd)P c
$< 1

b̄ ! ūud̄ $+$# $0KS (V "
ubVud)T + (V "

tbVtd)P t loop

The cleanliness of the theoretical interpretation of Sf can be assessed from the
information in the last column of Table 12.1. In case of small uncertainties, the expression
for Sf in terms of CKM phases can be deduced from the fourth column of Table 12.1 in
combination with Eq. (12.73) (and, for b ! qqs decays, the example in Eq. (12.79)). Here
we consider several interesting examples.

For B ! J/!KS and other b ! ccs processes, we can neglect the Pu contribution to
Af , in the Standard Model, to an approximation that is better than one percent:

#!KS
= "e#2i" % S!KS

= sin 2%, C!KS
= 0 . (12.81)

In the presence of new physics, Af is still likely to be dominated by the T term,
but the mixing amplitude might be modified. We learn that, model-independently,
Cf & 0 while Sf cleanly determines the mixing phase ("M " 2 arg(VcbV

"
cd)). The

experimental measurement [21], S!K = 0.673 ± 0.023, gave the first precision test of the
Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism, and its consistency with the predictions for sin 2% makes
it very likely that this mechanism is indeed the dominant source of CP violation in meson
decays.

For B ! "KS and other b ! sss processes (as well as some b ! uus processes), we
can neglect the subdominant contributions, in the Standard Model, to an approximation

July 30, 2010 14:36

strongest suppression
=> negligible contribution 
from phase of Vub 
=> negligible weak phase in 
decay amplitude
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Measurement of β in B0 decays
• For B→J/ψKS and other b→ccs processes:

          λψKs = e-2iβ => SψKs = sin2β   and   CψKs = 0

- correct to better than 1%

• For B→φKS and other b→sss processes:

          λφKs = e-2iβ => SφKs = sin2β   and   CφKs = 0

- correct to better than a few percents

• For B→π+π- and other b→uud processes:

- the dominant decay amplitude contains the phase γ, and are 
therefore measuring sin(2β+2γ) = sin(2α)

25
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B→J/ψKS 
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with previous published results [5,18] and with the theo-
retical estimates of the magnitudes of CKM matrix ele-
ments within the context of the SM [19]. We also report
measurements ofCf and Sf for each decay mode in our CP

sample and for the combined J=cK0!K0
S " K0

L# mode. CP
violation in !cK

0
S mode is established at the level of 5:4"

standard deviations including systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Number of B0 candidates in the signal region with a B0 tag (NB0 ) and with a !B0 tag (N !B0 ), and (b) the
corresponding raw asymmetry, !NB0 $ N !B0 #=!NB0 " N !B0 #, as functions of "t for each B0 decay mode. The solid (dashed) curves
represent the fit projections in "t for B0! !B0# tags. The right-hatched (left-hatched) shaded regions represent the estimated background
contributions in !B0!B0# tagged events.
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quality (r > 0:5) events. The sign of each !t measurement
for final states with a K0

L is inverted in order to combine
results with K0

S and K0
L mesons.

The dominant sources of systematic error for sin2!eff
1 in

b! s "qq modes come from the uncertainties in the reso-
lution function for the signal (0.03 for the B0 ! "0K0

mode, 0.04 for the !K0 mode, 0.05 for the B0 !
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S mode) and in the background fraction (0.02,

0.04, 0.06). The effect of f0!980"K0 background in the
!K0 mode (0.02) is estimated using the BES measurement
of the f0!980" line shape [18] and is included in the
background fraction systematic error. The dominant
sources for Af in b! s "qq modes are the effects of tag-
side interference [19] (0.02, 0.03, 0.04), the uncertainties in
the background fraction (0.02, 0.03, 0.05), in the vertex
reconstruction (0.02 for all modes), and in the resolution
function (0.02, 0.01, 0.02). We study the possible correla-
tions between Rs=b, p#

B and r PDFs used for !K0
L and

"0K0
L, which are neglected in the nominal result, and

include their effect in the systematic uncertainties in the
background fraction. Other contributions come from un-
certainties in wrong tag fractions, the background !t dis-
tribution, #B0 and !md. A possible fit bias is examined by
fitting a large number of MC events and is found to be
small.

The dominant sources of systematic errors for the B0 !
J= K0 mode are the uncertainties in the vertex reconstruc-
tion (0.012 for sin2!1, 0.009 for Af), in the resolution
function for the signal (0.006, 0.001), in the background
fraction (0.006, 0.002), in the flavor tagging (0.004, 0.003),
a possible fit bias (0.007, 0.004) and the effect of the
tagside interference (0.001, 0.009). Other contributions
amount to less than 0.001. We add each contribution in
quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty.

For the B0 ! "0K0 mode, we observe CP violation with
a significance equivalent to 5.6 standard deviations for a
Gaussian error, where the significance is calculated using
the Feldman-Cousins frequentist approach [20]. The re-
sults for B0 ! "0K0, !K0 and K0

SK
0
SK

0
S decays are all

consistent with the value of sin2!1 obtained from the
decay B0 ! J= K0 within 2 standard deviations. No direct
CP violation is observed in these decay modes. Further
measurements with much larger data samples are required
to search for new, beyond the SM, CP-violating phases in
the b! s transition.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Background-subtracted !t distributions
and asymmetries for events with good tags (r > 0:5) for
(a) B0 ! "0K0, (b) B0 ! !K0, (c) B0 ! K0

SK
0
SK

0
S, and

(d) B0 ! J= K0. In the asymmetry plots, solid curves show
the fit results; dashed curves show the SM expectation from our
B0 ! J= K0 measurement.

TABLE I. Results of the fits to the !t distributions. The first
errors are statistical and the second errors are systematic.

Mode sin2!eff
1 Af

!K0 %0:50& 0:21& 0:06 %0:07& 0:15& 0:05
"0K0 %0:64& 0:10& 0:04 '0:01& 0:07& 0:05
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S %0:30& 0:32& 0:08 %0:31& 0:20& 0:07

J= K0 %0:642& 0:031& 0:017 %0:018& 0:021& 0:014
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and vertex reconstruction for B0 ! !0K0, "K0, and
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S candidates. The Mbc distribution for the B0 !

J= K0
S candidates and p!

B distribution for the B0 !
J= K0

L candidates are shown in Fig. 2. The signal yield
for each mode is obtained from an unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit to these distributions; the !E distribution is
also included in the fit for the modes without a K0

L meson.
The signal shape for each decay mode is determined from

MC events. The background has two components: contin-
uum, which is modeled using events outside the signal
region, and B "B background, which is modeled with MC
events. The signal yields are determined to be 307" 21 for
B0 ! "K0

S, 114" 17 for B0 ! "K0
L, 1421" 46 for B0 !

!0K0
S, 454" 39 for B0 ! !0K0

L, 185" 17 for B0 !
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S, 7484" 87 for B0 ! J= K0

S, and 6512" 123
for B0 ! J= K0

L, where errors are statistical only.
We determine Sf and Af for each mode by performing

an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the observed !t
distribution. The probability density function (PDF) for the
signal distribution, P sig#!t;Sf;Af; q; wl;!wl$, is given
by Eq. (1) fixing #B0 and !md at their world average values
[17] and incorporating the effect of incorrect flavor assign-
ment. The distribution is convolved with the proper-time
interval resolution function Rsig#!t$, which takes into ac-
count the finite vertex resolution [16]. We determine the
following likelihood for each event:

 Pi % #1& fol$
X

k

fk
Z
'P k#!t0$Rk#!ti & !t0$(d#!t0$

) folPol#!ti$; (2)

where k denotes signal, continuum, and B "B background
components. In the B0 ! K0

SK
0
SK

0
S and J= K0

S samples the
B "B component is negligibly small and not included in the
fit. The fraction of each component fk depends on the r
region and is calculated on an event-by-event basis as a
function of the following variables: !E and Mbc for B0 !
J= K0

S; p!
B for B0 ! J= K0

L; p!
B and Rs=b for B0 ! !0K0

L
and "K0

L; Mbc and Rs=b for B0 ! "#! K0
SK

0
L$K0

S; !E,
Mbc and Rs=b for the other modes. The PDF P k#!t$ for
background events is convolved with the resolution func-
tion Rk for the background [7,10]. The term Pol#!t$ is
a broad Gaussian function that represents a small
outlier component with a fraction of fol [16]. The only
free parameters in the fits are Sf and Af, which are
determined by maximizing the likelihood function L %Q
iPi#!ti;Sf;Af$ where the product is over all events.
Table I summarizes the fit results for sin2"eff

1 and Af.
These results are consistent with and supersede our pre-
vious measurements [7,10]. Fits to each individual mode
with K0

S and K0
L yield #S!0K0

S
;A!0K0

S
$ % #)0:67"

0:11;&0:03" 0:07$, #S!0K0
L
;A!0K0

L
$ % #&0:46" 0:24;

)0:09" 0:16$, #S"K0
S
;A"K0

S
$ % #)0:50" 0:23;

)0:11" 0:16$, #S"K0
L
;A"K0

L
$ % #&0:46" 0:56;&0:15"

0:38$, #SJ= K0
S
;AJ= K0

S
$ % #)0:643" 0:038;&0:001"

0:028$, and #SJ= K0
L
;AJ= K0

L
$ % #&0:641" 0:057;

)0:045" 0:033$, where errors are statistical only. We
define the background-subtracted asymmetry in each !t
bin by #N) & N&$=#N) ) N&$, where N)#N&$ is the sig-
nal yield with q % )1#&1$. Figures 3(a), 3(c), and 3(d)
show the !t distributions and asymmetries for good tag
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for the BCP and Bflav events, and !E obtained for the
J=cK0

L events.
The !t distributions of the BCP sample are modeled by

Eq. (1) and those of the Bflav sample by Eq. (5). The !t
distributions for the signal are convolved with a resolution
function common to both the Bflav and BCP samples,
modeled by the sum of three Gaussian functions [13],
called the core, tail, and outlier components, which can
be represented as a function of the reconstruction uncer-
tainty !t ! !t" !ttrue as follows:

R #!t;"!t$ ! fcorehG#!t;!core"!t; Score"!t$
% ftailhG#!t;!tail"!t; Stail"!t$
% fouthG#!t;!out; Sout$; (6)

where

hG#!t;!;"$ !
1!!!!!!!
2#

p
"

exp
"
"#!t" !$2

2"2

#
; (7)

and

fcore % ftail % fout ! 1: (8)

The widths (") of the core and tail components include two
independent scale factors, Score and Stail, to accommodate

an overall underestimate or overestimate of the !t mea-
surement error "!t for all events. The parameter Score is
free in the fit and its value is close to unity. The value of
Stail is derived from MC studies and fixed to be 3. Studies
show that the measurement of Cf and Sf is not sensitive to
the choice of the Stail value. We later vary the Stail value
within a large region and assign the shift of the measured
Cf and Sf values as the corresponding systematic uncer-

tainties. We account for residual charm decay products
included in the Btag candidate vertex by allowing the core

and tail Gaussian functions to have nonzero mean values
(bias, !core ! 0 and !tail ! 0). The bias (!core) and width
(Score) of the core component are allowed to differ for the
lepton-tagged and nonlepton-tagged events. We use com-
mon parameters for the tail component. In order to account
for the strong correlations with other resolution parame-
ters, the outlier component bias (!out) and width (Sout) are
fixed to 0 ps and 8 ps, respectively.
The !t spectrum of the combinatorial background is

described by an empirical distribution, consisting of com-
ponents with zero and nonzero lifetimes ($bg) that are

convolved with a resolution function [13] distinct from
that used for the signal. Here, we use a double-Gaussian
distribution, which has components similar to the core and
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sample. In each plot, the shaded region is the estimated background contribution.
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sin2β in b→ccs modes
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

cos2β
• Time-dependent angular analysis of B0→J/ψK*0 

- interference between CP=+1 and CP=-1 amplitude => cos2β

• Results favor one of the solutions for the angle β 

 => cos2β > 0
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

sin2β in b→ccs modes
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

sin2β in b→ccs modes
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

sin2β in charmless penguin B0 decays
• Weak phase in the decay amplitudes can modify the measured 

asymmetry

=>       S = sin2β     ➜     S = sin2βeff 

• Estimation of the value for ΔS=-ηSf - Sccs from QCD

- Table: prediction for sin2βeff for several modes:

30
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Table 1 Mixing-induced CP violation (Sf ) predicted in various approaches

!!f Sf QCDFa pQCDb SCETc Experimentd

!KS 0.75+0.00
!0.04 0.71 ± 0.01 0.69 0.44+0.17

!0.18
"KS 0.85+0.03

!0.06 0.84+0.03
!0.07 0.50+0.05

!0.06 0.04 ± 0.24
0.80 ± 0.02

#0KS 0.64+0.03
!0.07 0.50+0.10

!0.06 0.85+0.04
!0.05 0.63+0.17

!0.21
0.56+0.02

!0.03

$"KS 0.74+0.00
!0.04 – 0.706 ± 0.008 0.60 ± 0.07

0.715 ± 0.008
$KS 0.79+0.02

!0.04 – 0.69 ± 0.16 –
0.79 ± 0.15

%0KS 0.79+0.02
!0.04 0.74+0.02

!0.03 0.80 ± 0.03 0.57 ± 0.17

f0(980)KS 0.731+0.001
!0.001 – – 0.62+0.11

!0.13

K+K!KS
e 0.728+0.009

!0.020 – – 0.82 ± 0.07

KSKSKS 0.719+0.009
!0.020 – – 0.74 ± 0.17

KS%0%0 0.729+0.009
!0.020 – – !0.52 ± 0.41

aThe quantum chromodynamics factorization (QCDF) results are taken from References 51, 126, 166, and 167.
bThe perturbative QCD (pQCD) results are taken from References 29 and 168.
cThere are two solutions with some of the soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) predictions. Theory predictions are taken
from References 27 and 67.
dThe results for experiment are taken from References 160, 169 and 170.
eThe K+K!KS predictions and measurements exclude the ! mass region.

8.3. Measurements of Penguin B 0 Decays
Possible physics beyond the Standard Model has been intensively explored through measurements
of time-dependent CP asymmetries in the penguin b # s q q̄ decays such as B0 # (!, ", %0, $")K 0.
In the Standard Model, S for these decays should be nearly the same as the value measured for
b # c c̄ s decays such as B 0 # J/&K0; there is a small deviation of at most O(0.1) (165). To
unambiguously detect new physics in the penguin b # s q q̄ modes, it is of great importance to
understand Standard Model predictions for the difference 'Sf $ !$ f Sf ! Sb#c c̄ s , where $f =
1 (!1) for final CP-even (-odd) states. The quantity Sf has been estimated in various QCD-based
approaches; the results, together with the measured values, are summarized in Table 1. Because
Sb#c c̄ s = 0.672 ± 0.024 (31), it is clear that 'Sf are predicted to be small and positive in most
cases, whereas the experimental central values of 'Sf are negative, except for the K+K!KS and
KSKSKS modes. However, the average of these measurements, 0.64 ± 0.04 (31), is less than one
standard deviation below the value from b # c c̄ s decays.

9. CONCLUSIONS
In this review, we have summarized branching fraction results for more than 100 charmless B
meson decays. Many of these decays have significant experimental signals. We have also shown
results for CP-violating asymmetry measurements for nearly 50 of these decays. These findings
represent a truly impressive body of work, most of which has come from the Belle and BaBar
experiments within the past decade.

The global features of the branching fractions and CP asymmetries of these charmless B decays
are generally well described by QCD-motivated theories such as QCDF, pQCD, and SCET. The
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

mbc in b→s penguin decays (BELLE)

31

and vertex reconstruction for B0 ! !0K0, "K0, and
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S candidates. The Mbc distribution for the B0 !

J= K0
S candidates and p!

B distribution for the B0 !
J= K0

L candidates are shown in Fig. 2. The signal yield
for each mode is obtained from an unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit to these distributions; the !E distribution is
also included in the fit for the modes without a K0

L meson.
The signal shape for each decay mode is determined from

MC events. The background has two components: contin-
uum, which is modeled using events outside the signal
region, and B "B background, which is modeled with MC
events. The signal yields are determined to be 307" 21 for
B0 ! "K0

S, 114" 17 for B0 ! "K0
L, 1421" 46 for B0 !

!0K0
S, 454" 39 for B0 ! !0K0

L, 185" 17 for B0 !
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S, 7484" 87 for B0 ! J= K0

S, and 6512" 123
for B0 ! J= K0

L, where errors are statistical only.
We determine Sf and Af for each mode by performing

an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the observed !t
distribution. The probability density function (PDF) for the
signal distribution, P sig#!t;Sf;Af; q; wl;!wl$, is given
by Eq. (1) fixing #B0 and !md at their world average values
[17] and incorporating the effect of incorrect flavor assign-
ment. The distribution is convolved with the proper-time
interval resolution function Rsig#!t$, which takes into ac-
count the finite vertex resolution [16]. We determine the
following likelihood for each event:

 Pi % #1& fol$
X

k

fk
Z
'P k#!t0$Rk#!ti & !t0$(d#!t0$

) folPol#!ti$; (2)

where k denotes signal, continuum, and B "B background
components. In the B0 ! K0

SK
0
SK

0
S and J= K0

S samples the
B "B component is negligibly small and not included in the
fit. The fraction of each component fk depends on the r
region and is calculated on an event-by-event basis as a
function of the following variables: !E and Mbc for B0 !
J= K0

S; p!
B for B0 ! J= K0

L; p!
B and Rs=b for B0 ! !0K0

L
and "K0

L; Mbc and Rs=b for B0 ! "#! K0
SK

0
L$K0

S; !E,
Mbc and Rs=b for the other modes. The PDF P k#!t$ for
background events is convolved with the resolution func-
tion Rk for the background [7,10]. The term Pol#!t$ is
a broad Gaussian function that represents a small
outlier component with a fraction of fol [16]. The only
free parameters in the fits are Sf and Af, which are
determined by maximizing the likelihood function L %Q
iPi#!ti;Sf;Af$ where the product is over all events.
Table I summarizes the fit results for sin2"eff

1 and Af.
These results are consistent with and supersede our pre-
vious measurements [7,10]. Fits to each individual mode
with K0

S and K0
L yield #S!0K0

S
;A!0K0

S
$ % #)0:67"

0:11;&0:03" 0:07$, #S!0K0
L
;A!0K0

L
$ % #&0:46" 0:24;

)0:09" 0:16$, #S"K0
S
;A"K0

S
$ % #)0:50" 0:23;

)0:11" 0:16$, #S"K0
L
;A"K0

L
$ % #&0:46" 0:56;&0:15"

0:38$, #SJ= K0
S
;AJ= K0

S
$ % #)0:643" 0:038;&0:001"

0:028$, and #SJ= K0
L
;AJ= K0

L
$ % #&0:641" 0:057;

)0:045" 0:033$, where errors are statistical only. We
define the background-subtracted asymmetry in each !t
bin by #N) & N&$=#N) ) N&$, where N)#N&$ is the sig-
nal yield with q % )1#&1$. Figures 3(a), 3(c), and 3(d)
show the !t distributions and asymmetries for good tag
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quality (r > 0:5) events. The sign of each !t measurement
for final states with a K0

L is inverted in order to combine
results with K0

S and K0
L mesons.

The dominant sources of systematic error for sin2!eff
1 in

b! s "qq modes come from the uncertainties in the reso-
lution function for the signal (0.03 for the B0 ! "0K0

mode, 0.04 for the !K0 mode, 0.05 for the B0 !
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S mode) and in the background fraction (0.02,

0.04, 0.06). The effect of f0!980"K0 background in the
!K0 mode (0.02) is estimated using the BES measurement
of the f0!980" line shape [18] and is included in the
background fraction systematic error. The dominant
sources for Af in b! s "qq modes are the effects of tag-
side interference [19] (0.02, 0.03, 0.04), the uncertainties in
the background fraction (0.02, 0.03, 0.05), in the vertex
reconstruction (0.02 for all modes), and in the resolution
function (0.02, 0.01, 0.02). We study the possible correla-
tions between Rs=b, p#

B and r PDFs used for !K0
L and

"0K0
L, which are neglected in the nominal result, and

include their effect in the systematic uncertainties in the
background fraction. Other contributions come from un-
certainties in wrong tag fractions, the background !t dis-
tribution, #B0 and !md. A possible fit bias is examined by
fitting a large number of MC events and is found to be
small.

The dominant sources of systematic errors for the B0 !
J= K0 mode are the uncertainties in the vertex reconstruc-
tion (0.012 for sin2!1, 0.009 for Af), in the resolution
function for the signal (0.006, 0.001), in the background
fraction (0.006, 0.002), in the flavor tagging (0.004, 0.003),
a possible fit bias (0.007, 0.004) and the effect of the
tagside interference (0.001, 0.009). Other contributions
amount to less than 0.001. We add each contribution in
quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty.

For the B0 ! "0K0 mode, we observe CP violation with
a significance equivalent to 5.6 standard deviations for a
Gaussian error, where the significance is calculated using
the Feldman-Cousins frequentist approach [20]. The re-
sults for B0 ! "0K0, !K0 and K0

SK
0
SK

0
S decays are all

consistent with the value of sin2!1 obtained from the
decay B0 ! J= K0 within 2 standard deviations. No direct
CP violation is observed in these decay modes. Further
measurements with much larger data samples are required
to search for new, beyond the SM, CP-violating phases in
the b! s transition.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Background-subtracted !t distributions
and asymmetries for events with good tags (r > 0:5) for
(a) B0 ! "0K0, (b) B0 ! !K0, (c) B0 ! K0

SK
0
SK

0
S, and

(d) B0 ! J= K0. In the asymmetry plots, solid curves show
the fit results; dashed curves show the SM expectation from our
B0 ! J= K0 measurement.

TABLE I. Results of the fits to the !t distributions. The first
errors are statistical and the second errors are systematic.

Mode sin2!eff
1 Af

!K0 %0:50& 0:21& 0:06 %0:07& 0:15& 0:05
"0K0 %0:64& 0:10& 0:04 '0:01& 0:07& 0:05
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S %0:30& 0:32& 0:08 %0:31& 0:20& 0:07

J= K0 %0:642& 0:031& 0:017 %0:018& 0:021& 0:014
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The dominant sources of systematic error for sin2!eff
1 in
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lution function for the signal (0.03 for the B0 ! "0K0

mode, 0.04 for the !K0 mode, 0.05 for the B0 !
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S mode) and in the background fraction (0.02,

0.04, 0.06). The effect of f0!980"K0 background in the
!K0 mode (0.02) is estimated using the BES measurement
of the f0!980" line shape [18] and is included in the
background fraction systematic error. The dominant
sources for Af in b! s "qq modes are the effects of tag-
side interference [19] (0.02, 0.03, 0.04), the uncertainties in
the background fraction (0.02, 0.03, 0.05), in the vertex
reconstruction (0.02 for all modes), and in the resolution
function (0.02, 0.01, 0.02). We study the possible correla-
tions between Rs=b, p#

B and r PDFs used for !K0
L and

"0K0
L, which are neglected in the nominal result, and

include their effect in the systematic uncertainties in the
background fraction. Other contributions come from un-
certainties in wrong tag fractions, the background !t dis-
tribution, #B0 and !md. A possible fit bias is examined by
fitting a large number of MC events and is found to be
small.

The dominant sources of systematic errors for the B0 !
J= K0 mode are the uncertainties in the vertex reconstruc-
tion (0.012 for sin2!1, 0.009 for Af), in the resolution
function for the signal (0.006, 0.001), in the background
fraction (0.006, 0.002), in the flavor tagging (0.004, 0.003),
a possible fit bias (0.007, 0.004) and the effect of the
tagside interference (0.001, 0.009). Other contributions
amount to less than 0.001. We add each contribution in
quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty.

For the B0 ! "0K0 mode, we observe CP violation with
a significance equivalent to 5.6 standard deviations for a
Gaussian error, where the significance is calculated using
the Feldman-Cousins frequentist approach [20]. The re-
sults for B0 ! "0K0, !K0 and K0

SK
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SK

0
S decays are all

consistent with the value of sin2!1 obtained from the
decay B0 ! J= K0 within 2 standard deviations. No direct
CP violation is observed in these decay modes. Further
measurements with much larger data samples are required
to search for new, beyond the SM, CP-violating phases in
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FIG. 3 (color online). Background-subtracted !t distributions
and asymmetries for events with good tags (r > 0:5) for
(a) B0 ! "0K0, (b) B0 ! !K0, (c) B0 ! K0

SK
0
SK

0
S, and

(d) B0 ! J= K0. In the asymmetry plots, solid curves show
the fit results; dashed curves show the SM expectation from our
B0 ! J= K0 measurement.

TABLE I. Results of the fits to the !t distributions. The first
errors are statistical and the second errors are systematic.

Mode sin2!eff
1 Af

!K0 %0:50& 0:21& 0:06 %0:07& 0:15& 0:05
"0K0 %0:64& 0:10& 0:04 '0:01& 0:07& 0:05
K0
SK

0
SK

0
S %0:30& 0:32& 0:08 %0:31& 0:20& 0:07

J= K0 %0:642& 0:031& 0:017 %0:018& 0:021& 0:014
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sin2βeff in b→s penguin decays: C vs S
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ΔS and the 2σ discrepancy
• Since around ~2005, the naïve average of sin2βeff in b→s 

penguin decays has been ≈2σ low relative to sin2β measured 
in charmonium modes

• The average has slowly moved
towards sin2β with more data
and more decay modes
(regression to the mean?)

• QCD uncertainties are large,
and no new physics can be
invoked at this point

• More data, and more modes
(Bs decays?) should help clarify the situation

35

Year sin2βeff naïve average

2005 0.50±0.06

2006 0.53±0.05

2007 0.56±0.05

2008 0.64±0.04

2009 0.62±0.04

2010-11 0.64±0.04
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sin(2β+γ)
• B0 decays to open charm are sensitive to sin(2β+γ)

- interference between

- CKM-favored b→c decay amplitude Afav (no weak phase)

and

- CKM-suppressed b→u decay amplitude Asupp (weak phase γ)

- with and without mixing (phase 2β)

=> overall phase difference 2β+γ

• Final states are not CP eigenstates. For example:

- B0→D-π+ (CKM-favored)

- B0→D+π- (CKM-suppressed)

36
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sin(2β+γ)
• Coefficient of the sine term in time-dependent asymmetry

where
                                                                           (≈0.01)

                        δf = strong phase

• Measure rf in charged B decays, and use isospin relations

• Measure Sf and Sf  => clean extraction of (2β+γ) and δf 

37

Sf = �2rf sin(2� + ⇥ � ⇤f )

Sf̄ = �2rf sin(2� + ⇥ + ⇤f )

rf =
����
A

CKM�suppressed

A
CKM�favored

����
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sin(2β+γ)
• The uncertainty on rf is large

• In practice, we plot sin(2β+γ) as a function of rf 
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Summary on angle β
• β is the most accurately measured CKM triangle property
• Several modes contribute to the measurement of β

- B→(cc)KS decays:
- all consistent

- with small theoretical uncertainties

- b→s penguin decays:
- inconsistencies at the level of 1-2σ

- but large theoretical uncertainties
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Measurement of the angle α
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Measurement of α in B0 decays
• Measure α in B0→π+π- and other b→uud processes:

- the dominant decay amplitude contains the phase γ, and are 
therefore measuring the relative phase between V*tbVtd and 
V*ubVud 

• Problem in the decay amplitude:

- the “penguin pollution” has another weak phase (β) than the 
dominant tree channel (γ)...

- ...and is only suppressed at the loop level (and no additional 
CKM suppression)

• Solution:

- determine the penguin amplitude from SU(3)-related decays:

- B0(B0)→π+π- , B±→π±π0 and B0(B0)→π0π0 

- B0(B0)→ρ+ρ- , B±→ρ±ρ0 and B0(B0)→ρ0ρ0 

41
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sin2α in presence of penguin pollution (I)

42

• Define the ratio of the penguin over the tree amplitudes:

- RPT can be different for π+π- , π±π0 and π0π0 

- RPT can also be defined for ρρ final states

• The parameter λ can then be written as:

• The amplitude of the sine and cosine terms become:

RPT =
|VtbVtd| P t

��

|VubVud| T��

�⇥⇥ = e2i�


1�RPT e�i�

1�RPT e+i�

�

S�� � sin 2� + 2Re(RPT ) cos 2� sin �

C�� � 2Im(RPT ) sin�
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sin2α in presence of penguin pollution (II)

43

• Remarks:

- if relative strong phase δstrong = 0 between Pππ and Tππ 
=> RPT is real => Cππ = 0
=> the size of Cππ is a measure of δstrong 

- the measure of sin2α relies on the knowledge of RPT 
=> this is the problem of the “penguin pollution”

- solution by Gronau and London, using isospin relations between 
measurable amplitudes

S�� � sin 2� + 2Re(RPT ) cos 2� sin �

C�� � 2Im(RPT ) sin�
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Gronau-London isospin analysis (I)
• The amplitudes for B→ππ are related by isospin symmetry

• Pseudo-scalar B meson => ππ system must be in state L=0

• L=0  and Bose-Einstein symmetry
=> even isospin state (I=0 or I=2)

• Tree amplitude: ΔI = 1/2 or 3/2
=> I=0 or I=2 are possible

• Igluon=0 => Penguin amplitude: ΔI = 1/2
=> I=0 (and not I=2)

- assume electroweak penguins can
be neglected (ΔI=3/2 allowed)

• Accessible isospin states:
- B0(B0)→π+π- and B0(B0)→π0π0 are I=0 or I=2

- B±→π±π0 is I=2 only
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Figure 12.2: Feynman diagrams for (a) tree and (b) penguin amplitudes
contributing to B0 ! f or Bs ! f via a b ! qqq! quark-level process.

Since the amplitude Af involves two di!erent weak phases, the corresponding decays
can exhibit both CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing,
Sf "= 0, and CP violation in decays, Cf "= 0. (At the present level of experimental
precision, the contribution to Cf from CP violation in mixing is negligible, see
Eq. (12.70).) If the contribution from a second weak phase is suppressed, then the
interpretation of Sf in terms of Lagrangian CP -violating parameters is clean, while
Cf is small. If such a second contribution is not suppressed, Sf depends on hadronic
parameters and, if the relevant strong phase is large, Cf is large.

A summary of b ! qqq! modes with q! = s or d is given in Table 12.1. The b ! ddq
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Gronau-London isospin analysis (II)
• B→ππ amplitudes, including Clebsch-Gordan coefficients:

• Therefore, we have the relation

and its conjugate

=> build 2 triangles in
the complex plane:

- 6 sides can (in principle) be measured

- and the angle κ be determined
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Table 6-1. Isospin decomposition for , and in terms of the isospin
amplitudes , where and are the isospin change of the transition and the final-state
isospin, respectively. The -even part of decays follow the same pattern as ;

and are analogous to ; is similar to .

Channel Decay Amplitudes

contribution, which contains the weak phase to be measured, is thereby isolated. Inclusion of the
spectator quark then gives final isospin of or for the gluonic penguin contributions, but ,
or for the tree contributions. (Similar arguments apply to penguins and tree
amplitudes.)

Isospin analysis can be used for a variety of final states [4]–[5]: , , , , , , ,
etc. Isospin analysis for some final-state particle pairs will be discussed separately below. Table 6-1
lists the isospin amplitudes for all relevant channels for these states. Note that, in all cases, there
is at least one isospin amplitude which can be reached only via tree diagrams: for ,

for , and and for . Isolation of such isospin amplitudes allows
the removal of penguin pollution. (Note: this statement is only true to the extent that electroweak
penguins can be neglected [6] The effects of such contributions in the context of the various final
states are discussed below.) Note also that the decay is not included in the list. This
is because both tree and penguin diagrams correspond to transitions. Thus, an isospin
analysis cannot be used to remove penguin pollution in this case.
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6.1.2.1

In the absence of penguin contributions, the asymmetry in measures . However,
penguins can contribute to this decay. Indeed, as was argued above, it appears that such penguin
contributions are sizeable. Since the weak phase of the penguin diagram is different from that
of the tree diagram, penguin pollution can affect the clean extraction of from this process. An
isospin analysis can be used to eliminate the penguin pollution in this case [4].

The isospin decomposition of the amplitudes ,
and is shown in Table 6-1. Note that because of Bose statistics the
two-pion state produced in decay has no contribution. Thus the three two-pion decay
amplitudes depend only on two isospin amplitudes, hence there is one relationship,

(6.19)

between them. Thus they form a triangle, as drawn in Fig. 6-1.

The amplitudes for the -conjugate processes , and are
obtained from the amplitudes by simply changing the sign of the CKM phases; the strong phases
remain the same. These amplitudes also form a triangle:

(6.20)

The measurements of the total rates for and yield and ,
respectively. The measurement of the time-dependent decay rates for and

κππ
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Sππ = sin(2αeff)≡ sin(2α+κ)
=> κ≡2(αeff - α)
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B0→π+π- : Belle results

• Based on 535×106 BB pairs

• Sππ = -0.61 ± 0.10stat ± 0.04syst 

• Aππ = -Cππ = 0.55 ± 0.08stat ± 0.05syst 
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tector and a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC) are used
for charged particle tracking, and an array of aerogel
threshold Cherenkov counters as well as the dE=dx mea-
surements in the CDC provide the particle identification
(PID) information to distinguish charged pions and kaons.
The devices are placed inside a superconducting solenoid
coil providing a 1.5 T magnetic field.

We employ the event selection of Ref. [4] except for the
PID requirement, which is removed. This increases the
signal detection efficiency by 23%. The PID information
is instead used in a likelihood fit in this analysis, improving
the measurement errors for the CP-violating parameters by
about 10% compared with the previous analysis. We re-
construct B0 ! !!!" candidates using oppositely
charged track pairs. We select B meson candidates using
the energy difference !E # E$

B " E$
beam and the beam

energy constrained mass Mbc #
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%E$

beam&2 " %p$
B&2

q
, where

E$
beam is the c.m.s. beam energy, and E$

B and p$
B are the

c.m.s. energy and momentum of the B candidate. We
define the signal box as 5:271 GeV=c2 <Mbc <
5:287 GeV=c2 and j!Ej< 0:064 GeV.

The standard Belle algorithm identifies the flavor of ftag
using properties of its decay products, and provides q
defined in Eq. (1) and a variable r [15]. The parameter r
ranges from r ' 0 (no flavor discrimination) to r ' 1
(unambiguous flavor assignment). The candidate events
are categorized into six r intervals (l ' 1, 6). The wrong
tag fraction in each l bin, wl, and the differences between
B0 and "B0 decays, !wl, are determined using data.

To discriminate the continuum background (e!e" !
q "q, q'u, d, s, c), we form a signal (q "q) likelihood func-
tion, LS%B&, from features of the event topology and require
r-dependent thresholds of R ' LS=%LS !LB& for the
candidates, as the separation between signal and q "q back-
ground depends on r. The thresholds are determined to be
0.50, 0.45, 0.45, 0.45, 0.45, and 0.20 for each l bin by op-
timizing the expected sensitivity using signal Monte Carlo
(MC) events and events in the sideband region
5:20GeV=c2<Mbc<5:26GeV=c2 or !0:1GeV<!E<
!0:5GeV. We further divide the data sample into two
categories having R above or below 0.85 to take into
account the correlation between the !E shape of q "q back-
ground and R. We thus have 12 distinct bins of R vs r;
these bins are labeled ‘ ' 1, 6 (‘ ' 7, 12) for the six r
intervals with R> 0:85 (R< 0:85).

We extract signal candidates in the global area Mbc >
5:20 GeV=c2 and "0:3 GeV< !E<!0:5 GeV by ap-
plying the above requirements and the vertex reconstruc-
tion algorithm in Ref. [16]. The selected candidates include
not only signal events but also B0 ! K!!", q "q, and three-
body B decay backgrounds. We estimate the signal and
background yields with an unbinned extended maximum
likelihood fit, making use of !E, Mbc, and the kaon iden-
tification probability x( ' LK(=%LK( !L!(& for the
positively and negatively charged tracks of the candidates,

where L!( (LK() is the likelihood value for the pion
(kaon) hypotheses.

We use a sum of two bifurcated Gaussians and a single
Gaussian to model the !E and Mbc shapes, respectively,
for both B0 ! !!!" and K!!". The probability density
functions (PDF) as a function of x( for the signal and B0 !
K!!" decays are obtained from a large data sample of
inclusive D$! ! D0!!, D0 ! K"!! decays. The yields
of B0 ! K!!" events are parameterized as nK(!) '
nK!%1)AK!&=2, where AK! ' "0:113( 0:020 [3] is
the direct CP asymmetry in B0 ! K!!" decays. We fix
the AK! value and float the B0 ! K!!" yield nK! in the
fit. For the signal and B0 ! K!!" events, we use MC-
determined event fractions in each R-r bin.

The !E (Mbc) shape of the q "q background is described
by a second-order polynomial (an ARGUS function [17]).
We use qr-dependent two-dimensional (x!, x") PDFs for
the q "q background to take into account the correlation
between positively and negatively charged tracks. These
PDFs are determined from the sideband events.

For the three-body B decays, we employ a smoothed
two-dimensional !E-Mbc histogram obtained from a MC
sample. We use the same x( PDFs as those of the signal
and B0 ! K!!" decays, with a !E-dependent kaon frac-
tion determined from the MC sample.

By fitting to the data in the global area, we determine the
yields of the signal and background components. Interpo-
lating to the signal box, we obtain 1464( 65 !!!",
4603( 105 K!!", and 10764( 33 q "q events, where the
errors are statistical only. The contribution from three-body
B decays is negligible in the signal box. From the signal
yield and the detection efficiency (53.1%), we estimate the
measured branching fraction to be %5:2( 0:2& * 10"6, in
agreement with the W.A. value [18]. Figure 1 shows the
projection plots of !E, Mbc, and x( for candidate events.

To determine S!! and A!!, we apply an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit to the !t distribution of the
16 831 candidates in the signal box. The signal distribution
in Eq. (1) is modified to incorporate the effect of incorrect
flavor assignment, using wl and !wl. This distribution is
then convolved with the proper time interval resolution
function Rsig%!t& [19]. The final signal PDF is given by
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Pq‘
!!!!t" # !1 $ fol"P q‘

!!!!t" % Rsig!!t" & folP ol!!t",
where the outlier PDF P ol!!t" accommodates a small frac-
tion fol of events having large !t values. The !t distri-
bution for B0 ! K&!$ is P q‘

K'!(!!t" # !1=4"B0" )
e$j!tj="B0 *1$ q!wl ( q!1$ 2wl" cos!!md!t"+; the cor-
responding PDF Pq‘

K'!(!!t" is constructed in the same
manner as the signal PDF. The q "q background distribution
contains prompt and finite-lifetime components; it is con-
volved with a background resolution function modeled as a
sum of two Gaussians and combined with the outlier PDF
to give the q "q background PDFPq "q!!t".All the parameters
of Pq "q!!t" are determined using sideband events.

We define a likelihood value for the i-th event, which
lies in the ‘-th bin of R vs r:

 Pi #
X

k

n‘kP
q!‘"
k ! ~si"P!q‘"

k !!ti": (2)

Here, n‘k is the fraction of component k 2
f!&!$; K&!$; K$!&; q "qg in R-r bin ‘; P q!‘"

k !~s" is the
event-by-event probability for component k as a function
of ~s # !!E;Mbc; x&; x$"; and P!q‘"

k !!t" is the event-by-
event probability for component k and flavor tag q as a
function of !t. In the fit, S!! and A!! are the only free
parameters and are determined by maximizing the like-
lihood function L # Q

iPi.
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit yields S!! #

$0:61' 0:10!stat" ' 0:04!syst" and A!! # &0:55'

0:08!stat" ' 0:05!syst". The correlation between S!! and
A!! is # # &0:15. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the back-
ground subtracted !t distributions of the signal events with
r > 0:5 for q # '1 and the asymmetry ACP in each !t
bin, respectively, where ACP # !N& $ N$"=!N& & N$"
and N&!$" is the number of signal events with q # &1
($1) obtained by a fit in each !t bin.

The main contributions to the systematic error come
from the vertex reconstruction ('0:03 for S!! and
'0:01 for A!!) and event fractions ('0:01 for S!! and
'0:04 for A!!); the latter includes a conservative uncer-
tainty for the possible q "q background flavor asymmetry of
'0:02. We include the effect of tag side interference [20]
on S!! ( ' 0:01) and A!! ('0:02). Other sources of
systematic error for both S!! and A!! are the uncertain-
ties in the wrong tag fraction ('0:01), physics parameters
"B0 , !md, and AK! (<0:01), resolution function ('0:02),
background !t shape (<0:01), and fit bias ('0:01). We
add each contribution in quadrature to obtain the total
systematic error.

To validate our CP-violating parameter measurement,
we check the measurement of A!! using a time-
integrated fit, and obtain A!! # &0:56' 0:10, consis-
tent with the time-dependent fit results. An unbinned ex-
tended maximum likelihood fit to the q # &1 (q # $1)
subset with R> 0:85 and r > 0:5 yields 280' 20 (169'
16) !&!$ signal events, in agreement with the measured
A!! value taking into account the dilution due to the
wrong tag fractions and B0 "B0 mixing. We also check the
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on S!! ( ' 0:01) and A!! ('0:02). Other sources of
systematic error for both S!! and A!! are the uncertain-
ties in the wrong tag fraction ('0:01), physics parameters
"B0 , !md, and AK! (<0:01), resolution function ('0:02),
background !t shape (<0:01), and fit bias ('0:01). We
add each contribution in quadrature to obtain the total
systematic error.

To validate our CP-violating parameter measurement,
we check the measurement of A!! using a time-
integrated fit, and obtain A!! # &0:56' 0:10, consis-
tent with the time-dependent fit results. An unbinned ex-
tended maximum likelihood fit to the q # &1 (q # $1)
subset with R> 0:85 and r > 0:5 yields 280' 20 (169'
16) !&!$ signal events, in agreement with the measured
A!! value taking into account the dilution due to the
wrong tag fractions and B0 "B0 mixing. We also check the
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violation.
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

B0→π+π- : Belle results

• Based on 535×106 BB pairs

• Sππ = -0.61 ± 0.10stat ± 0.04syst 

• Aππ = -Cππ = 0.55 ± 0.08stat ± 0.05syst 
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tector and a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC) are used
for charged particle tracking, and an array of aerogel
threshold Cherenkov counters as well as the dE=dx mea-
surements in the CDC provide the particle identification
(PID) information to distinguish charged pions and kaons.
The devices are placed inside a superconducting solenoid
coil providing a 1.5 T magnetic field.

We employ the event selection of Ref. [4] except for the
PID requirement, which is removed. This increases the
signal detection efficiency by 23%. The PID information
is instead used in a likelihood fit in this analysis, improving
the measurement errors for the CP-violating parameters by
about 10% compared with the previous analysis. We re-
construct B0 ! !!!" candidates using oppositely
charged track pairs. We select B meson candidates using
the energy difference !E # E$

B " E$
beam and the beam

energy constrained mass Mbc #
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%E$

beam&2 " %p$
B&2

q
, where

E$
beam is the c.m.s. beam energy, and E$

B and p$
B are the

c.m.s. energy and momentum of the B candidate. We
define the signal box as 5:271 GeV=c2 <Mbc <
5:287 GeV=c2 and j!Ej< 0:064 GeV.

The standard Belle algorithm identifies the flavor of ftag
using properties of its decay products, and provides q
defined in Eq. (1) and a variable r [15]. The parameter r
ranges from r ' 0 (no flavor discrimination) to r ' 1
(unambiguous flavor assignment). The candidate events
are categorized into six r intervals (l ' 1, 6). The wrong
tag fraction in each l bin, wl, and the differences between
B0 and "B0 decays, !wl, are determined using data.

To discriminate the continuum background (e!e" !
q "q, q'u, d, s, c), we form a signal (q "q) likelihood func-
tion, LS%B&, from features of the event topology and require
r-dependent thresholds of R ' LS=%LS !LB& for the
candidates, as the separation between signal and q "q back-
ground depends on r. The thresholds are determined to be
0.50, 0.45, 0.45, 0.45, 0.45, and 0.20 for each l bin by op-
timizing the expected sensitivity using signal Monte Carlo
(MC) events and events in the sideband region
5:20GeV=c2<Mbc<5:26GeV=c2 or !0:1GeV<!E<
!0:5GeV. We further divide the data sample into two
categories having R above or below 0.85 to take into
account the correlation between the !E shape of q "q back-
ground and R. We thus have 12 distinct bins of R vs r;
these bins are labeled ‘ ' 1, 6 (‘ ' 7, 12) for the six r
intervals with R> 0:85 (R< 0:85).

We extract signal candidates in the global area Mbc >
5:20 GeV=c2 and "0:3 GeV< !E<!0:5 GeV by ap-
plying the above requirements and the vertex reconstruc-
tion algorithm in Ref. [16]. The selected candidates include
not only signal events but also B0 ! K!!", q "q, and three-
body B decay backgrounds. We estimate the signal and
background yields with an unbinned extended maximum
likelihood fit, making use of !E, Mbc, and the kaon iden-
tification probability x( ' LK(=%LK( !L!(& for the
positively and negatively charged tracks of the candidates,

where L!( (LK() is the likelihood value for the pion
(kaon) hypotheses.

We use a sum of two bifurcated Gaussians and a single
Gaussian to model the !E and Mbc shapes, respectively,
for both B0 ! !!!" and K!!". The probability density
functions (PDF) as a function of x( for the signal and B0 !
K!!" decays are obtained from a large data sample of
inclusive D$! ! D0!!, D0 ! K"!! decays. The yields
of B0 ! K!!" events are parameterized as nK(!) '
nK!%1)AK!&=2, where AK! ' "0:113( 0:020 [3] is
the direct CP asymmetry in B0 ! K!!" decays. We fix
the AK! value and float the B0 ! K!!" yield nK! in the
fit. For the signal and B0 ! K!!" events, we use MC-
determined event fractions in each R-r bin.

The !E (Mbc) shape of the q "q background is described
by a second-order polynomial (an ARGUS function [17]).
We use qr-dependent two-dimensional (x!, x") PDFs for
the q "q background to take into account the correlation
between positively and negatively charged tracks. These
PDFs are determined from the sideband events.

For the three-body B decays, we employ a smoothed
two-dimensional !E-Mbc histogram obtained from a MC
sample. We use the same x( PDFs as those of the signal
and B0 ! K!!" decays, with a !E-dependent kaon frac-
tion determined from the MC sample.

By fitting to the data in the global area, we determine the
yields of the signal and background components. Interpo-
lating to the signal box, we obtain 1464( 65 !!!",
4603( 105 K!!", and 10764( 33 q "q events, where the
errors are statistical only. The contribution from three-body
B decays is negligible in the signal box. From the signal
yield and the detection efficiency (53.1%), we estimate the
measured branching fraction to be %5:2( 0:2& * 10"6, in
agreement with the W.A. value [18]. Figure 1 shows the
projection plots of !E, Mbc, and x( for candidate events.

To determine S!! and A!!, we apply an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit to the !t distribution of the
16 831 candidates in the signal box. The signal distribution
in Eq. (1) is modified to incorporate the effect of incorrect
flavor assignment, using wl and !wl. This distribution is
then convolved with the proper time interval resolution
function Rsig%!t& [19]. The final signal PDF is given by
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Pq‘
!!!!t" # !1 $ fol"P q‘

!!!!t" % Rsig!!t" & folP ol!!t",
where the outlier PDF P ol!!t" accommodates a small frac-
tion fol of events having large !t values. The !t distri-
bution for B0 ! K&!$ is P q‘

K'!(!!t" # !1=4"B0" )
e$j!tj="B0 *1$ q!wl ( q!1$ 2wl" cos!!md!t"+; the cor-
responding PDF Pq‘

K'!(!!t" is constructed in the same
manner as the signal PDF. The q "q background distribution
contains prompt and finite-lifetime components; it is con-
volved with a background resolution function modeled as a
sum of two Gaussians and combined with the outlier PDF
to give the q "q background PDFPq "q!!t".All the parameters
of Pq "q!!t" are determined using sideband events.

We define a likelihood value for the i-th event, which
lies in the ‘-th bin of R vs r:

 Pi #
X

k

n‘kP
q!‘"
k ! ~si"P!q‘"

k !!ti": (2)

Here, n‘k is the fraction of component k 2
f!&!$; K&!$; K$!&; q "qg in R-r bin ‘; P q!‘"

k !~s" is the
event-by-event probability for component k as a function
of ~s # !!E;Mbc; x&; x$"; and P!q‘"

k !!t" is the event-by-
event probability for component k and flavor tag q as a
function of !t. In the fit, S!! and A!! are the only free
parameters and are determined by maximizing the like-
lihood function L # Q

iPi.
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit yields S!! #

$0:61' 0:10!stat" ' 0:04!syst" and A!! # &0:55'

0:08!stat" ' 0:05!syst". The correlation between S!! and
A!! is # # &0:15. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the back-
ground subtracted !t distributions of the signal events with
r > 0:5 for q # '1 and the asymmetry ACP in each !t
bin, respectively, where ACP # !N& $ N$"=!N& & N$"
and N&!$" is the number of signal events with q # &1
($1) obtained by a fit in each !t bin.

The main contributions to the systematic error come
from the vertex reconstruction ('0:03 for S!! and
'0:01 for A!!) and event fractions ('0:01 for S!! and
'0:04 for A!!); the latter includes a conservative uncer-
tainty for the possible q "q background flavor asymmetry of
'0:02. We include the effect of tag side interference [20]
on S!! ( ' 0:01) and A!! ('0:02). Other sources of
systematic error for both S!! and A!! are the uncertain-
ties in the wrong tag fraction ('0:01), physics parameters
"B0 , !md, and AK! (<0:01), resolution function ('0:02),
background !t shape (<0:01), and fit bias ('0:01). We
add each contribution in quadrature to obtain the total
systematic error.

To validate our CP-violating parameter measurement,
we check the measurement of A!! using a time-
integrated fit, and obtain A!! # &0:56' 0:10, consis-
tent with the time-dependent fit results. An unbinned ex-
tended maximum likelihood fit to the q # &1 (q # $1)
subset with R> 0:85 and r > 0:5 yields 280' 20 (169'
16) !&!$ signal events, in agreement with the measured
A!! value taking into account the dilution due to the
wrong tag fractions and B0 "B0 mixing. We also check the
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FIG. 2. (a) !t distributions of B0 ! !&!$ signal events with
r > 0:5 after background subtraction for q # &1 (solid line) and
q # $1 (dashed line), and (b) asymmetry ACP plot. The curves
are projections of the fit result. The difference in the heights of
the q # &1 and q # $1 components in (a) is due to direct CP
violation.
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FIG. 3. Confidence regions for S!! and A!!. The curves
show the contour for 1$ C:L: # 3:17) 10$1 (1$), 4:55)
10$2 (2$), 2:70) 10$3 (3$), 6:33) 10$5 (4$), 5:73) 10$7

(5$), and 1:97) 10$9 (6$) from inside to outside. The point
with error bars is the S!! and A!! measurement.
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Pq‘
!!!!t" # !1 $ fol"P q‘

!!!!t" % Rsig!!t" & folP ol!!t",
where the outlier PDF P ol!!t" accommodates a small frac-
tion fol of events having large !t values. The !t distri-
bution for B0 ! K&!$ is P q‘

K'!(!!t" # !1=4"B0" )
e$j!tj="B0 *1$ q!wl ( q!1$ 2wl" cos!!md!t"+; the cor-
responding PDF Pq‘

K'!(!!t" is constructed in the same
manner as the signal PDF. The q "q background distribution
contains prompt and finite-lifetime components; it is con-
volved with a background resolution function modeled as a
sum of two Gaussians and combined with the outlier PDF
to give the q "q background PDFPq "q!!t".All the parameters
of Pq "q!!t" are determined using sideband events.

We define a likelihood value for the i-th event, which
lies in the ‘-th bin of R vs r:

 Pi #
X

k

n‘kP
q!‘"
k ! ~si"P!q‘"

k !!ti": (2)

Here, n‘k is the fraction of component k 2
f!&!$; K&!$; K$!&; q "qg in R-r bin ‘; P q!‘"

k !~s" is the
event-by-event probability for component k as a function
of ~s # !!E;Mbc; x&; x$"; and P!q‘"

k !!t" is the event-by-
event probability for component k and flavor tag q as a
function of !t. In the fit, S!! and A!! are the only free
parameters and are determined by maximizing the like-
lihood function L # Q

iPi.
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit yields S!! #

$0:61' 0:10!stat" ' 0:04!syst" and A!! # &0:55'

0:08!stat" ' 0:05!syst". The correlation between S!! and
A!! is # # &0:15. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the back-
ground subtracted !t distributions of the signal events with
r > 0:5 for q # '1 and the asymmetry ACP in each !t
bin, respectively, where ACP # !N& $ N$"=!N& & N$"
and N&!$" is the number of signal events with q # &1
($1) obtained by a fit in each !t bin.

The main contributions to the systematic error come
from the vertex reconstruction ('0:03 for S!! and
'0:01 for A!!) and event fractions ('0:01 for S!! and
'0:04 for A!!); the latter includes a conservative uncer-
tainty for the possible q "q background flavor asymmetry of
'0:02. We include the effect of tag side interference [20]
on S!! ( ' 0:01) and A!! ('0:02). Other sources of
systematic error for both S!! and A!! are the uncertain-
ties in the wrong tag fraction ('0:01), physics parameters
"B0 , !md, and AK! (<0:01), resolution function ('0:02),
background !t shape (<0:01), and fit bias ('0:01). We
add each contribution in quadrature to obtain the total
systematic error.

To validate our CP-violating parameter measurement,
we check the measurement of A!! using a time-
integrated fit, and obtain A!! # &0:56' 0:10, consis-
tent with the time-dependent fit results. An unbinned ex-
tended maximum likelihood fit to the q # &1 (q # $1)
subset with R> 0:85 and r > 0:5 yields 280' 20 (169'
16) !&!$ signal events, in agreement with the measured
A!! value taking into account the dilution due to the
wrong tag fractions and B0 "B0 mixing. We also check the
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FIG. 2. (a) !t distributions of B0 ! !&!$ signal events with
r > 0:5 after background subtraction for q # &1 (solid line) and
q # $1 (dashed line), and (b) asymmetry ACP plot. The curves
are projections of the fit result. The difference in the heights of
the q # &1 and q # $1 components in (a) is due to direct CP
violation.
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FIG. 3. Confidence regions for S!! and A!!. The curves
show the contour for 1$ C:L: # 3:17) 10$1 (1$), 4:55)
10$2 (2$), 2:70) 10$3 (3$), 6:33) 10$5 (4$), 5:73) 10$7

(5$), and 1:97) 10$9 (6$) from inside to outside. The point
with error bars is the S!! and A!! measurement.
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Evidence for
direct CP violation



F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

B0→π+π- : BABAR results
• Based on 467×106 BB pairs

• Sππ = -0.68 ± 0.10stat ± 0.03syst 

• Cππ = -0.25 ± 0.08stat ± 0.02syst 
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Figure 6: The background-subtracted distributions of !t for signal !+!! events tagged as (top)
B0 or (middle) B0, and (bottom) their asymmetry a(!t) (Eq. 1). The curves represent the PDFs
used in the fit and reflect the fit result.
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Figure 7: S!! and C!! in B0 ! !+!!: the central values, errors, and confidence-level (C.L.)
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measured value is 6.7" from the point of no CP violation (S!! = 0, C!! = 0).
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BABAR, arXiv:0807.4226



F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

• C ≠ 0 => non-zero strong phase between the tree and penguin 
amplitudes

• sin2αeff = S/(1+C) = -1.05
=> αeff = sin-1(-0.703)/2 = 135º (+3 other solutions...)

Combined B0→π+π-  results

48

HFAG average
(compatible at 1.9σ)



F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

Related B→ππ modes
• Branching fractions + charge asymmetries:

• Combined result for α
determined using method
derived from global fit
to isospin-related modes
(CKMFitter group, 2007)

- notice the 4-fold ambiguity

- main uncertainty from
relatively large B0→π0π0 
branching fraction
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Figure 2: sPlots for B0 ! !0!0 signal (background shown in the inset plots): (top left) mES, (top right)
!E, (bottom) the binned NN. The line in each plot shows the corresponding PDF.

means and resolutions by amounts determined from MC–data comparison in a control sample of
B+ ! !+!0 events. We also take an uncertainty of 1.5%, determined from the Bflav sample, due
to the | cos "S| requirement. Systematic uncertainties involving the M.L. fit are evaluated by vary-
ing the PDF parameters and refitting the data. These contribute an uncertainty of 8.3 events to
the branching-fraction measurement and an uncertainty of 0.05 to C!0!0 . The various systematics
sources are tabulated in Table 3.

4.2 B0
! !+!! and B0

! K+!! Results

Results for the B0 ! h+h!" decay modes are listed in Table 4. The correlation coe"cient between
S!! and C!! is found to be "0.056, and the correlation between C!! and AK! is 0.019. In Fig. 3,
we show sPlots for mES, !E, and F for the B0 ! h+h!" signal and background. The direct CP
asymmetry in B0 ! K+!" is apparent in the distribution of !E plotted separately for B0 and B0

decays, shown in Fig. 4. We show the distributions of !t for B0 ! K±!# signal and background
decays in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6, we show the distribution of !t separately for B0 ! !+!" events tagged
as B0 or B0, and the asymmetry a(!t). The central values and errors for S!! and C!! are shown in
Fig. 7, along with confidence-level contours corresponding to statistical significances ranging from
1 to 7 standard deviations. Our measurement excludes the absence of CP violation in B0 ! !+!"

(S!! = 0, C!! = 0) at a confidence level of 2 # 10"11, or 6.7# (where systematic errors are taken
into account).

16

B(B0 ⇥ �+��) = (5.16± 0.22)� 10�6

B(B± ⇥ �±�0) = (5.59+0.41
�0.40)� 10�6

ACP (B± ⇥ �±�0) = 0.06± 0.05

B(B0 ⇥ �0�0) = (1.55± 0.19)� 10�6

ACP (B0 ⇥ �0�0) = 0.43+0.25
�0.24

B0→π0π0 signal



F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

B0→ρ+π- 
• Snyder and Quinn (PRD 48 (1993) 2139) propose a time-

dependent Dalitz plot analysis of B±→π±π+π- decays:

- not a CP eigenstate! 4 decay rates: B+/B- → π+π+π-/π-π+π- 

- determine the complex amplitudes and the UT angle α 

- fit the time- and Dalitz-plot-dependent decay rate:

- determine 27 observable parameters!

• Belle and BABAR have applied this method

50BELLE, PRL 98 (2007) 211801
BABAR, PRD 76 (2007) 012004

II. THE BABAR DETECTOR AND DATA SET

The data used in this analysis were collected with the
BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e!e"

storage ring at SLAC between October 1999 and
August 2006. The sample consists of about 346 fb"1,
corresponding to #375$ 4% & 106 B !B pairs collected at
the !#4S% resonance (‘‘on-resonance’’), and an integrated
luminosity of 21:6 fb"1 collected about 40 MeV below the
!#4S% (‘‘off-resonance’’). In addition, we use GEANT4
[18] simulated Monte Carlo (MC) events to study detector
efficiency and backgrounds.

A detailed description of the BABAR detector is pre-
sented in Ref. [19]. The tracking system used for charged
particle and vertex reconstruction has two main compo-
nents: a silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and a drift chamber
(DCH), both operating within a 1.5-T magnetic field gen-
erated by a superconducting solenoid. Photons are identi-
fied in an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) surrounding
a detector of internally reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC),
which associates Cherenkov photons with tracks for parti-
cle identification (PID). Muon candidates are identified
with the use of the instrumented flux return (IFR) of the
solenoid.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD

The U and I coefficients and the B0 ! "!"""0 event
yield are determined by a maximum-likelihood fit of the
signal and background model to the selected candidate
events. Kinematic and event shape variables exploiting
the characteristic properties of the events are used in the
fit to discriminate signal from background.

A. Event selection and background suppression

We reconstruct B0 ! "!"""0 candidates from pairs of
oppositely charged tracks and a "0 ! ## candidate. In
order to ensure that all events are within the Dalitz-plot
boundary, we constrain the three-pion invariant mass to the
B mass after final selections have been made. The largest
source of background is from continuum e!e" ! q !q pro-
duction. We use information from the tracking system,
EMC, and DIRC to remove tracks for which the PID is
consistent with the electron, kaon, or proton hypotheses. In
addition, we require that at least one track has a signature
in the IFR that is inconsistent with the muon hypothesis.
This selection retains 92% of signal events while rejecting
42% of continuum-background events. The "0 candidate
mass m###% must satisfy 0:11<m###%< 0:16 GeV=c2,
where each photon, #, is required to have an energy greater
than 50 MeV in the laboratory frame (LAB) and to exhibit
a lateral profile of energy deposition in the EMC consistent
with an electromagnetic shower.

A B-meson candidate is characterized kinematically
by the beam-energy substituted mass mES '!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#Ecm

beam%2 " #pcm
B %2

q
and energy difference "E '

E(
B " 1

2

!!!
s

p
, where #EB;pB% and #E0;p0% are the four-vectors

of the B candidate and the initial electron-positron systems,
respectively. The asterisk denotes the center-of-mass (CM)
frame and s is the square of the CM energy. We require
5:272<mES < 5:288 GeV=c2, which retains 81% of the
signal and 8% of the continuum-background events. The
"E resolution exhibits a dependence on the "0 energy and
therefore varies across the Dalitz plot. To avoid bias in
the Dalitz plot, we introduce the transformed quantity
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FIG. 2 (color online). Nominal (left) and square (right) Dalitz plots for Monte Carlo generated B0 ! "!"""0 decays. Comparing
the two Dalitz plots shows that the transformation (17) indeed homogenizes the distribution of events, which are no longer near the plot
boundaries but rather cover a larger fraction of the physical region. The decays have been simulated without any detector effect and the
amplitudes A!, A", and A0 have all been chosen equal to 1 in order to have destructive interferences where the $ bands overlap. The
main overlap regions between the $ bands are indicated by the hatched areas. Dashed lines in both plots correspond to !!!!!!!!!!!!s!;";0

p '
1:5 GeV=c2; the central region of the Dalitz plot (defined by requiring that all 3 two-body invariant masses exceed this threshold)
contains few signal events.
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We present a measurement of CP asymmetry using a time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of B0 !
!!!"!0 decays based on a 414 fb"1 data sample containing 449# 106BB pairs. The data was collected
on the !$4S% resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric energy e!e" collider.
Combining our analysis with information on charged B decay modes, we perform a full Dalitz and
isospin analysis and obtain a constraint on the CKM angle "2, 68& <"2 < 95& as the 68.3% confidence
interval for the "2 solution consistent with the standard model (SM). A large SM-disfavored region also
remains.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.221602 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh

In the standard model (SM), CP violation arises from an
irreducible phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix [1,2]. Snyder and Quinn pointed out that a
time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis (TDPA) of the decay
B0 ! #! ! !!!"!0 [3] offers a unique way to deter-
mine the angle "2 [4] in the CKM unitarity triangle
without discrete ambiguities, which cannot be obtained
from analyses of other modes sensitive to "2 such as B !
!! or ## [5]. The TDPA uses isospin and takes into
account a possible contamination from b ! d penguin

transitions. In addition, using measurements of B! !
#!!0 and #0!! provides further improvement of the "2
determination [6,7].

In this Letter, we present the result of a TDPA in B0 !
!!!"!0 decays and a constraint on "2. We use a
414 fb"1 data sample that contains 449# 106BB pairs
collected on the !$4S% resonance. The data were taken at
the KEKB collider [8] using the Belle detector [9].

In the decay chain !$4S% ! B0B0 ! $!!!"!0%ftag,
where ftag is a final state that distinguishes B0 and B0, the
time- and Dalitz plot-dependent differential decay rate is

 

d"
d#tds!ds"

' e"j#tj=$B0
!
$jA3!j2 ! jA3!j2% " qtag$jA3!j2 " jA3!j2% cos$#md#t% ! qtag2Im

"
q
p
A(
3!A3!

#
sin$#md#t%

$
:

(1)

Here, A
$–%

3! is the Lorentz-invariant amplitude of the
B0$B0% ! !!!"!0 decay, qtag is the b-flavor charge
[qtag ) !1$"1% when ftag is a B0 (B0) flavor eigenstate],
and #t is the decay time difference of the two B mesons
(t3! " ttag). The parameters p and q define the mass eigen-
states of neutral B mesons as pB0 * qB0, with an average
lifetime $B0 and mass difference #md. The Dalitz plot

variables s!, s", and s0 are defined as

 s!+$p!!p0%2; s"+$p"!p0%2; s0+$p!!p"%2;
(2)

where p!, p", and p0 are the four-momenta of the !!,
!", and !0, respectively, in the decay of B0 ! !!!"!0.
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CP violation parameters of the process B0 ! !0"0:
A!0"0 ! "U"

0 =U
#
0 and S!0"0 ! 2I0=U#

0 . These are
also listed in the Table I.

There are several sources of systematic uncertainty. To
determine their magnitudes, we vary each possible contri-
bution to the systematic error by its uncertainty in the data
fit or in the MC, and take the resultant deviations in the
fitted parameters as errors. We add each contribution in
quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty. The
largest contribution for the interfering parameters comes
from radial excitations. We take account of possible devia-

tions of (#
$–%

$, %
$–%
$) from the (#, %) values, and uncertainties

of #, %, and the mass and width of each resonance. Large
contributions to the systematic errors for the noninterfering
parameters come from potential backgrounds such as

B0 ! f0$980%"0, f0$600%"0, !"0, and nonresonant
"#"""0, which we neglect in our nominal fit. We perform
fits to toy MC including these backgrounds with the
branching fractions at their 68.3% C.L. upper limits, which
we obtain from our data or world averages [11,20]; the
largest variations are taken as systematic errors.
Comparable contributions also come from vertex recon-
struction, background PDF’s, and tagside interference [21];
more detail can be found elsewhere [18].

We constrain &2 from the 26 parameters measured in
our analysis following the formalism of Ref. [5] and the
statistical treatment using toy MC described in Ref. [22].
The resulting 1" C:L: function is shown in Fig. 3 as a
dotted curve. To incorporate all available knowledge, we
combine our measurement with results on the branching
fractions for B0 ! !&"' and B# ! !#"0, !0"#, and
flavor asymmetries of the latter two [20]. Assuming isospin
(pentagon) relations [6,7] and following the same proce-
dure as above, we perform a full Dalitz and pentagon
combined analysis, the result of which is shown in Fig. 3
as the solid curve. We obtain 68( <&2 < 95( as the 68.3%
confidence interval for the solution consistent with the SM
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FIG. 3 (color online). 1" C:L: vs &2. Dotted and solid curves
correspond to the result from the TDPA only and that from the
TDPA and an isospin (pentagon) combined analysis, respec-
tively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Mass (a)–(c) and helicity (d)–
(f) distributions, and background-subtracted !t asymmetry plots
in the good tagging quality region l ) 3 [14] (g)–(i), corre-
sponding to the !#"" [(a),(d),(g)], !""# [(b),(e),(h)], and
!0"0 [(c),(f ),(i)] enhanced regions. The notations for histograms
(a)–(f) are the same as Fig. 1.

TABLE I. Results of the time-dependent Dalitz fit (left three columns), and the associated quasi-two-body CP violation parameters
(rightmost column), whose definitions can be found elsewhere [13]. The first and second errors are statistical and systematic,
respectively. The correlation coefficient between A#"

!" and A"#
!" (A!0"0 and S!0"0 ) is #0:47 ("0:08).

U#
# #1 (fixed) U"

# #0:23& 0:15& 0:07 I# "0:01& 0:11& 0:04 ACP
!" "0:12& 0:05& 0:04

U#
" #1:27& 0:13& 0:09 U"

" "0:62& 0:16& 0:08 I" #0:09& 0:10& 0:04 C "0:13& 0:09& 0:05

U#
0 #0:29& 0:05& 0:04 U"

0 #0:15& 0:11& 0:08 I0 #0:02& 0:09& 0:05 !C #0:36& 0:10& 0:05

U#;Re
#" #0:49& 0:86& 0:52 U";Re

#" "1:18& 1:61& 0:72 IRe#" #1:21& 2:59& 0:98 S #0:06& 0:13& 0:05

U#;Re
#0 #0:29& 0:50& 0:35 U";Re

#0 "2:37& 1:36& 0:60 IRe#0 #1:15& 2:26& 0:92 !S "0:08& 0:13& 0:05

U#;Re
"0 #0:25& 0:60& 0:33 U";Re

"0 "0:53& 1:44& 0:65 IRe"0 "0:92& 1:34& 0:80 A#"
!" #0:21& 0:08& 0:04

U#;Im
#" #1:18& 0:86& 0:34 U";Im

#" "2:32& 1:74& 0:91 IIm#" "1:93& 2:39& 0:89 A"#
!" #0:08& 0:16& 0:11

U#;Im
#0 "0:57& 0:35& 0:51 U";Im

#0 "0:41& 1:00& 0:47 IIm#0 "0:40& 1:86& 0:85 A!0"0 "0:49& 0:36& 0:28

U#;Im
"0 "1:34& 0:60& 0:47 U";Im

"0 "0:02& 1:31& 0:83 IIm"0 "2:03& 1:62& 0:81 S!0"0 #0:17& 0:57& 0:35
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with (full line) and 
without (dotted line) 

isospin analysis
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B0→ρ+π- combined results
• Combination of the results (CKMFitter group) 

- combine measured parameters
from Belle and BABAR

- use correlation matrices
between parameters

• Result: α = (120+11-7)º 

51

TABLE IV. Correlation matrix of statistical uncertainties for the U and I coefficients. Since the matrix is symmetric, all elements
above the diagonal are omitted.

N3! I0 I! IIm!0 IRe!0 I" IIm"0 IRe"0 IIm"! IRe"! U!
0 U"

0 U!;Im
!0

N3! 1.00
I0 !0:02 1.00
I! !0:04 !0:04 1.00
IIm!0 !0:09 !0:11 0.28 1.00
IRe!0 !0:03 0.28 !0:18 !0:15 1.00
I" 0.06 !0:04 !0:20 !0:21 0.17 1.00
IIm"0 0.06 !0:03 !0:11 !0:14 0.09 0.38 1.00
IRe"0 !0:17 0.30 0.18 0.17 !0:06 !0:35 !0:45 1.00
IIm"! 0.09 0.11 0.14 !0:17 0.10 0.21 0.11 !0:03 1.00
IRe"! !0:24 0.04 0.36 0.28 !0:15 !0:46 !0:25 0.43 !0:01 1.00
U!

0 !0:03 0.07 0.08 !0:05 !0:11 !0:06 !0:02 0.13 0.09 0.15 1.00
U"

0 0.04 !0:02 0.20 0.32 !0:19 !0:24 !0:19 0.30 !0:13 0.35 0.11 1.00
U!;Im

!0 0.01 0.13 !0:11 !0:14 0.42 0.14 0.08 !0:07 0.10 !0:13 !0:36 !0:18 1.00
U!;Re

!0 0.02 0.07 !0:05 !0:44 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.17 !0:06 0.04 !0:19 0.13
U";Im

!0 0.07 0.18 !0:14 !0:39 0.21 0.22 0.18 !0:14 0.27 !0:26 0.03 !0:56 0.31
U";Re

!0 !0:05 0.16 0.07 !0:21 0.07 !0:01 !0:01 0.14 0.25 0.08 0.09 !0:05 0.19
U!

! 0.11 !0:01 !0:03 !0:06 0.01 0.01 0.02 !0:06 0.01 !0:08 !0:09 !0:08 0.12
U"

! !0:12 0.14 0.08 !0:02 0.08 !0:06 !0:06 0.22 0.06 0.20 0.11 0.18 0.10
U!;Im

"0 0.26 0.03 !0:17 !0:19 0.10 0.17 0.11 !0:20 0.08 !0:40 !0:26 !0:31 0.15
U!;Re

"0 0.13 !0:02 0.00 0.08 !0:18 !0:13 !0:23 0.07 !0:05 !0:05 !0:04 0.03 !0:11
U";Im

"0 0.03 0.12 !0:17 !0:41 0.36 0.34 0.34 !0:31 0.25 !0:29 !0:02 !0:54 0.29
U";Re

"0 0.23 !0:03 !0:16 !0:25 0.13 0.25 0.28 !0:49 0.16 !0:44 !0:12 !0:36 0.12
U!;Im

"! !0:14 !0:04 0.03 0.15 !0:04 !0:08 !0:07 0.09 !0:11 0.19 0.01 0.13 !0:08
U!;Re

"! !0:12 !0:10 !0:05 0.14 !0:05 !0:01 !0:04 !0:01 !0:20 0.07 !0:10 0.09 !0:04
U";Im

"! 0.12 !0:20 !0:09 0.18 !0:21 !0:03 !0:01 !0:17 !0:18 !0:22 !0:17 0.02 !0:17
U";Re

"! !0:15 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.00 !0:03 0.12 0.22 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.03
U!

" !0:05 !0:01 0.00 0.05 !0:06 !0:07 !0:05 0.05 !0:03 0.04 !0:03 0.05 !0:04

U!;Re
!0 U";Im

!0 U";Re
!0 U!

! U"
! U!;Im

"0 U!;Re
"0 U";Im

"0 U";Re
"0 U!;Im

"! U!;Re
"! U";Im

"! U";Re
"! U!

"

U!;Re
!0 1.00

U";Im
!0 0.36 1.00

U";Re
!0 0.34 0.25 1.00

U!
! 0.19 0.06 0.03 1.00

U"
! 0.11 0.20 0.28 !0:13 1.00

U!;Im
"0 0.07 0.22 !0:04 0.10 !0:16 1.00

U!;Re
"0 !0:01 !0:08 !0:05 0:07 !0:05 0.32 1.00

U";Im
"0 0.22 0.56 0.17 !0:00 0.05 0.20 !0:25 1.00

U";Re
"0 0.08 0.23 0.02 0.11 !0:31 0.37 !0:06 0.41 1.00

U!;Im
"! !0:15 !0:20 !0:11 !0:27 !0:05 !0:15 !0:03 !0:12 !0:17 1.00

U!;Re
"! !0:12 !0:19 !0:21 0.08 0.02 !0:07 0.03 !0:16 !0:16 0.09 1.00

U";Im
"! !0:22 !0:33 !0:35 0.06 !0:48 0.15 0.22 !0:33 0.12 0.10 0.12 1.00

U";Re
"! 0.03 !0:04 0.17 !0:02 0.10 !0:19 !0:19 0.05 !0:07 0.03 !0:15 !0:24 1.00

U!
" !0:02 !0:03 !0:03 !0:07 0.11 0.14 0.30 !0:11 !0:11 0.18 0.20 0.02 !0:12 1.00
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B0→ρ+ρ- 
• B0→ρ+ρ- is sensitive to α (similar to π+π- mode)

- penguin amplitude separated using B±→ρ±ρ0 and B0→ρ0ρ0 

- difference with π+π- : the rho meson is a vector
=> mixture of CP-odd and CP-even components in final state
=> thought to make the analysis difficult

• However
1. the longitudinal polarization fraction fL are measured to be close 

to unity => final state mostly CP-even!

2. in addition, the branching fraction for B0→ρ0ρ0 is small

=> the penguin amplitude is negligible
=> clean measurement of  α!  (α ≈ αeff)

52

B(B0 ⇥ �+��) = (24.2+3.1
�3.2)� 10�6

B(B± ⇥ �±�0) = (24.0+1.9
�2.0)� 10�6

B(B0 ⇥ �0�0) = (0.73+0.27
�0.28)� 10�6
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B0→ρ+ρ- combined results

• C ≈ 0 => sin2αeff = S/(1+C) ≈ S=-0.05

• Penguin amplitude ≈ 0  =>  αeff ≈ α
=> α ≈ sin-1(-0.05)/2 = 89º (+3 other solutions...)
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Angle α from B0→ρ+ρ- 
• Combined result for α (CKMFitter group) 

• Result: α = (89.9±5.4)º 
=> most accurate measurement for α!!!
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Summary on angle α
• The UT angle α is measured in several modes, most 

noticeably in B→ππ, ρπ, and ρρ

• Average from CKMFitter: α = (89.0+4.4-4.2)º 

- compare to α = (97.5+1.6-8.1)º from indirect measurement

55
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Measurement of the angle γ
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Measurement of γ in B decays
• Measure γ, the relative phase between V*ubVud and V*cbVcd, in 

B→DK decays

- exploit the interference between D0 and D0 decays to a common 
CP eigenstate

• Only UT angle measurable with tree processes only

57
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Fig. 66. Leading Feynman diagrams contributing to the B+ ⇤ DK+ decay.
Source: From [260].

Fig. 67. Illustration of the sensitivity to ⇥ that arises from the interference of B+ ⇤ D0K+ and B+ ⇤ D
0
K+ decay amplitudes.

1000], singly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays [1001] and multibody final states such as K 0
S ⌅+ ⌅� [257,1002,1003], and many

others besides, have been proposed.
Considering D decays to CP eigenstates (CP even and odd denoted by D1 and D2 respectively), and defining

rBei⇤B = A
�
B+ ⇤ D0K+⇥

A
⇤
B+ ⇤ D

0
K+

⌅ , (365)

the dependence on ⇥ of the decay rates is found to be as follows (as illustrated in Fig. 67).

A
�
B� ⇤ D1K�⇥

⌅ 1
2

�
1 + rBei(⇤B�⇥ )

⇥
�⇤ �

�
B� ⇤ D1K�⇥

⌅ 1 + r2B + 2rB cos (⇤B � ⇥ ) (366)

A
�
B� ⇤ D2K�⇥

⌅ 1
2

�
1 � rBei(⇤B�⇥ )

⇥
�⇤ �

�
B� ⇤ D2K�⇥

⌅ 1 + r2B � 2rB cos (⇤B � ⇥ ) (367)

A
�
B+ ⇤ D1K+⇥

⌅ 1
2

�
1 + rBei(⇤B+⇥ )

⇥
�⇤ �

�
B+ ⇤ D1K+⇥

⌅ 1 + r2B + 2rB cos (⇤B + ⇥ ) (368)

A
�
B+ ⇤ D2K+⇥

⌅ 1
2

�
1 � rBei(⇤B+⇥ )

⇥
�⇤ �

�
B+ ⇤ D2K+⇥

⌅ 1 + r2B � 2rB cos (⇤B + ⇥ ) . (369)

From the above expressions it is clear that CP violation effects will be enhanced for values of rB close to unity. It can
also be seen that measurements of rates (and rate asymmetries) alone yield information on x± = rB cos(⇤B ± ⇥ ). This
leads to ambiguities in the extraction of ⇥ . These can be resolved, and the overall precision improved, when information on
y± = rB sin(⇤B ± ⇥ ) is obtained, as can be achieved from Dalitz plot analyses, for example.

To avoid relying on theoretical estimates of the hadronic parameters rB and ⇤B, these parametersmust also be determined
from the data. Once that is done, the underlying method has essentially zero theoretical uncertainty. The largest effects are
due to charmmixing and possible CP violation effects in the D decays [1004]. However, once measured it is possible to take
these effects into account in the analysis. Similarly, when decays of neutral Bmesons are used, there is a potential systematic
effect if the possible B0

(s)–B
0
(s) width difference is neglected [1005,1006].

As alreadymentioned above, many different decays in the ‘‘B ⇤ DK ’’ family can be used to gain sensitivity to ⇥ . Not only
charged but also neutral B decays can be used. Any decay of the neutral Dmeson that is accessible to both D0 and D

0
can be

used. Furthermore decays with excited D and/or K states not only provide additional statistics. In the former case there is
an effective strong phase difference of ⌅ between the cases that the D⇥ is reconstructed as D⌅0 and D⇥ that is particularly
beneficial when D decays to doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed final states are analyzed [1007]. When K ⇥ mesons are used, their
naturalwidth can be handled by the introduction of effective hadronic parameters [1008]; alternatively a Dalitz plot analysis
of the B ⇤ DK⌅ decay removes this problem and maximizes the sensitivity to ⇥ [1009]. Ultimately it is clear that the best
sensitivity to ⇥ will be obtained by combining as many statistically independent measurements as possible.

no weak phase weak phase of Vub (=γ)
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Extracting γ from B→DK measurements
• Define the ratio of amplitudes

• Determine the decay rates to neutral D mesons in CP-even 
(D1) and CP-odd (D2) states
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Fig. 66. Leading Feynman diagrams contributing to the B+ ⇤ DK+ decay.
Source: From [260].

Fig. 67. Illustration of the sensitivity to ⇥ that arises from the interference of B+ ⇤ D0K+ and B+ ⇤ D
0
K+ decay amplitudes.
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From the above expressions it is clear that CP violation effects will be enhanced for values of rB close to unity. It can
also be seen that measurements of rates (and rate asymmetries) alone yield information on x± = rB cos(⇤B ± ⇥ ). This
leads to ambiguities in the extraction of ⇥ . These can be resolved, and the overall precision improved, when information on
y± = rB sin(⇤B ± ⇥ ) is obtained, as can be achieved from Dalitz plot analyses, for example.

To avoid relying on theoretical estimates of the hadronic parameters rB and ⇤B, these parametersmust also be determined
from the data. Once that is done, the underlying method has essentially zero theoretical uncertainty. The largest effects are
due to charmmixing and possible CP violation effects in the D decays [1004]. However, once measured it is possible to take
these effects into account in the analysis. Similarly, when decays of neutral Bmesons are used, there is a potential systematic
effect if the possible B0

(s)–B
0
(s) width difference is neglected [1005,1006].

As alreadymentioned above, many different decays in the ‘‘B ⇤ DK ’’ family can be used to gain sensitivity to ⇥ . Not only
charged but also neutral B decays can be used. Any decay of the neutral Dmeson that is accessible to both D0 and D

0
can be

used. Furthermore decays with excited D and/or K states not only provide additional statistics. In the former case there is
an effective strong phase difference of ⌅ between the cases that the D⇥ is reconstructed as D⌅0 and D⇥ that is particularly
beneficial when D decays to doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed final states are analyzed [1007]. When K ⇥ mesons are used, their
naturalwidth can be handled by the introduction of effective hadronic parameters [1008]; alternatively a Dalitz plot analysis
of the B ⇤ DK⌅ decay removes this problem and maximizes the sensitivity to ⇥ [1009]. Ultimately it is clear that the best
sensitivity to ⇥ will be obtained by combining as many statistically independent measurements as possible.
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Extracting γ from B→DK: remarks
• CP violating effects will be most visible for large rB 

- rB is typically 0.1-0.2

• Rate (Γ) measurements alone => rB cos(δB±γ) 
=> ambiguities in determination of γ

- resolved in Dalitz plot analyses => rB sin(δB±γ) 

• Various methods:

- “GLW” analyses

- “ADS” analyses

- Dalitz analyses
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GLW analyses
• Use D0 decays to

- π+π-, K+K- (CP even)

- KSπ0, KSφ (CP odd)

• Observables:

- the asymmetry 

- and the double ratio

• Main difficulty:

- small rB => small measurable CP asymmetry
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Gronau and London, PLB 253 (1991) 483
Gronau and Wyler, PLB 265 (1991) 172
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Table 58
Results of the GLW analysis by BaBar [1010].

R1 1.06 ± 0.10 ± 0.05
R2 1.03 ± 0.10 ± 0.05
A1 +0.27 ± 0.09 ± 0.04
A2 �0.09 ± 0.09 ± 0.02

x+ �0.09 ± 0.05 ± 0.02
x� +0.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.03
r2B 0.05 ± 0.07 ± 0.03

8.2. Experimental results on � from B ⌃ DK decays

8.2.1. GLW analyses
The technique of measuring � proposed by Gronau, London and Wyler (and called GLW) [997,998] makes use of D0

decays to CP eigenstates, such as K+K�, ⇤+⇤� (CP-even) or K 0
S ⇤0, K 0

S ⌅ (CP-odd). Since both D0 and D̄0 can decay into the
same CP eigenstate (DCP , or D1 for a CP-even state and D2 for a CP-odd state), the b ⌃ c and b ⌃ u processes shown in
Fig. 66 interfere in the B± ⌃ DCPK± decay channel. This interference may lead to direct CP violation. To measure D meson
decays to CP eigenstates a large number of B meson decays is required since the branching fractions to these modes are of
order 1%. To extract � using the GLWmethod, the following observables sensitive to CP violation are used: the asymmetries

A1,2 ⌅ B(B� ⌃ D1,2K�) � B(B+ ⌃ D1,2K+)

B(B� ⌃ D1,2K�) + B(B+ ⌃ D1,2K+)

= 2rB sin ⇥⌥ sin �

1 + r2B + 2rB cos ⇥⌥ cos �
(370)

and the double ratios

R1,2 ⌅ B(B� ⌃ D1,2K�) + B(B+ ⌃ D1,2K+)

B(B� ⌃ D0K�) + B(B+ ⌃ D0K+)

= 1 + r2B + 2rB cos ⇥⌥ cos � , (371)

where

⇥⌥ =
�
⇥B for D1
⇥B + ⇤ for D2,

(372)

and rB and ⇥B were defined in the previous section. The value of rB is given by the ratio of the CKM matrix elements
|V ⇥

ubVcs|/|V ⇥
cbVus| ⇧ 0.38 times a color suppression factor. Here we assume that mixing and CP violation in the neutral D

meson system can be neglected.
Instead of four observables R1,2 and A1,2, only three of which are independent (since A1R1 = �A2R2), an alternative

set of three parameters can be used:

x± = rB cos(⇥B ± � ) = R1(1 ⇤ A1) � R2(1 ⇤ A2)

4
, (373)

and

r2B = R1 + R2 � 2
2

. (374)

The use of these observables allows for a direct comparison with the methods involving analyses of the Dalitz plot
distributions of multibody D0 decays (see Section 8.2.3), where the same parameters x± are obtained.

Measurements of B ⌃ DCPK decays have been performed by both the BaBar [1010] and Belle [1011] collaborations, while
CDF has recently made measurements using CP-even decays only [1012]. The most recent update is BaBar’s analysis using
a data sample of 382M BB pairs [1010]. The analysis uses D0 decays to K+K� and ⇤+⇤� as CP-even modes, K 0

S ⇤0 and K 0
S ⇧

as CP-odd modes.
The results of the analysis (both in terms of asymmetries and double ratios, and the alternative x±, r2B set of parameters)

are shown in Table 58. As follows from (370) and (372), the signs of theA1 andA2 asymmetries should be opposite, which is
confirmed by the experiment. The x± values are in good agreementwith those obtained by the Dalitz plot analysis technique
(see 8.2.3). Note that the measurement of A1 deviates from zero by 2.8 standard deviations.

A summary of measurements of observables with the GLW method is given in Fig. 68. As well as the results using
B ⌃ DCPK decays, this compilation also includes measurements from the decay channels B ⌃ D⇥

CPK and B ⌃ DCPK ⇥.
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confirmed by the experiment. The x± values are in good agreementwith those obtained by the Dalitz plot analysis technique
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A summary of measurements of observables with the GLW method is given in Fig. 68. As well as the results using
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GLW analyses: results
• Belle, BABAR, CDF, and LHCb measured the asymmetries 

A and ratios R
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ADS analyses
• To alleviate the problem of the small value of rB , consider D0 

decays to K+π- (and K-π+) such that:

- suppressed B decay correspond to Cabibbo-allowed D0 decay

- and vice versa
=> interference from processes with similar amplitudes
=> larger CP violation is expected

• Observables:
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Fig. 68. Compilations and world averages of measurements of observables using the GLW method. Top left: R1; top right: R2; bottom left: A1; bottom
right: A2.

8.2.2. ADS analyses
The difficulties in the application of the GLW methods are primarily due to the small magnitude of the CP asymmetry

of the B± ⇤ DCPK± decay probabilities, which may lead to significant systematic uncertainties in the measurement of CP
violation. An alternative approach was proposed by Atwood et al. [999,1000]. Instead of using D0 decays to CP eigenstates,
theADSmethoduses Cabibbo-favored anddoubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays:D

0 ⇤ K�⇤+ andD0 ⇤ K�⇤+. In the decays
B+ ⇤ [K�⇤+]DK+ and B� ⇤ [K+⇤�]DK�, the suppressed B decay corresponds to the Cabibbo-allowed D0 decay, and vice
versa. Therefore, the interfering amplitudes are of similar magnitudes, and one can expect significant CP asymmetry.

The observable that is measured in the ADS method is the fraction of the suppressed and allowed branching ratios:

RADS = B(B± ⇤ [K⇥⇤±]DK±)

B(B± ⇤ [K±⇤⇥]DK±)
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ADS analyses: results
• Results by Belle, BABAR, CDF, and LHCb

• Currently not sensitive to angle γ
...but useful constraint on rB 

                               rB < 0.19 at 90% CL
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γ from Dalitz plot analyses
• B→D0K with D0→KSπ+π- 

- Dalitz plot analysis of the D0 decay allows to determine all the 
information in a single mode
=> measure of γ with 2-fold ambiguity

• Evidence for direct CP violation from BABAR and Belle

64
BELLE, arXiv:1003.3360

BABAR, arXiv:1005.1096
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FIG. 1: (color online). Contours at 39.3% (dark) and 86.5% (light) 2-dimensional CL in the (a) z!, (b) z"!, and (c) zs! planes,
corresponding to one- and two-standard deviation regions (statistical only), for B# (solid lines) and B+ (dotted lines) decays.

changes in the Blatt-Weisskopf radius, and adopting a he-
licity formalism [13] to describe the angular dependence.
Other models are built by removing or adding resonances
with small or negligible fractions. We find that the over-
all amplitude model uncertainty on the CP parameters
are dominated by alternative models built to account for
experimental systematic e!ects in the determination of
A(s!, s+) using tagged D mesons [12]. The statistical
errors and variations in the A(s!, s+) model parameters
with and without D0-D0 mixing are also propagated to

z
(")
# and zs#.

Experimental and amplitude model systematic uncer-
tainties [11] have been reduced with respect to our previ-
ous measurement [9] as consequence of the use of larger
data and Monte Carlo samples, and the smaller experi-
mental systematic contributions to the model uncertainty
resulting from the improvements in the analysis of tagged
D mesons [12].

A frequentist construction of 1-dimensional confidence
intervals of the physically relevant parameters p !
(!, rB, r"B ,"rs, #B, #

"
B, #s) based on the vector of mea-

surements z = (z!, z+, z"!, z
"
+, zs!, zs+) and their corre-

lations [11] has been adopted [9]. The procedure takes
into account unphysical regions which may arise since we

allow B! and B+ events to have di!erent r(")
B! , rs# in the

z measurements. Figure 2 shows 1"CL as a function of
! for each of the three B decay channels separately and

their combination. Similar scans for r(")B , "rs, #
(")
B , and

#s can be found in [11]. The method has a single ambi-
guity in the weak and strong phases. The results for all
the p parameters are listed in Table II. The significances
of direct CP violation (! #= 0) are 1"CL=6.8 $ 10!3,
5.4 $ 10!3, 6.3 $ 10!2, and 4.6 $ 10!4, which corre-
spond to 2.7, 2.8, 1.9, and 3.5 standard deviations, for
B# % DK#, B# % D"K#, B# % DK"#, and their
combination, respectively.

We have presented a measurement of the b % u
to b % c complex amplitude ratios in the processes
B# % D(")K# and B# % DK"#, using a combined DP
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FIG. 2: (color online). 1 ! CL as a function of ! for
B! " DK!, B! " D"K!, and B! " DK"! decays sep-
arately, and their combination, including statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties. The dashed (upper) and dotted (lower)
horizontal lines correspond to the one- and two-standard de-
viation intervals, respectively.

TABLE II: The 68.3% and 95.4% 1-dimensional CL regions,
equivalent to one- and two-standard deviation intervals, for
!, "(")B , "s, r

(")
B , and #rs, including all sources of uncertainty.

The values inside {} brackets indicate the symmetric error
contributions to the total error coming from experimental and
amplitude model systematic uncertainties.

Parameter 68.3% CL 95.4% CL

! ($) 68+15
#14 {4, 3} [39, 98]

rB (%) 9.6± 2.9 {0.5, 0.4} [3.7, 15.5]
r"B (%) 13.3+4.2

#3.9 {1.3, 0.3} [4.9, 21.5]
#rs (%) 14.9+6.6

#6.2 {2.6, 0.6} < 28.0
"B ($) 119+19

#20 {3, 3} [75, 157]
""B ($) !82± 21 {5, 3} [!124,!38]
"s ($) 111± 32 {11, 3} [42, 178]

BABAR

γ = (68±14±4±3)º 
Belle

γ = (78.4+10.8-11.6 ±3.6±8.9)º 5
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FIG. 3: Dalitz distributions of D ! K0
S!

+!! decays from
selected B± ! DK± (a,b), B± ! D"K± with D" ! D!0

(c,d), and B± ! D"K± with D" ! D" (e,f), shown sepa-
rately for B! (left) and B+ (right) tags.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE D0
! K0

S!
+!!

DECAY AMPLITUDE

As in our previous analysis [12], the D0 ! K0
S!

+!!

decay amplitude is represented using the isobar model.
The list of resonances is also the same, the only dif-
ference being the free parameters (mass and width) of
the K"(892)± and "(770) states. A modified amplitude,
where the scalar !! component is described using the
K-matrix approach [23], is used in the estimation of the
systematic error.
The amplitude f for the D0 ! K0

S!
+!! decay is de-

scribed by a coherent sum of N two-body decay ampli-
tudes and one non-resonant decay amplitude,

f(m2
+,m

2
!) =

N
!

j=1

aje
i!jAj(m

2
+,m

2
!) + aNRe

i!NR , (2)

where Aj(m2
+,m

2
!) is the matrix element, aj and #j

are the amplitude and phase of the matrix element,
respectively, of the j-th resonance, and aNR and #NR

are the amplitude and phase of the non-resonant com-
ponent. The description of the matrix elements fol-
lows Ref. [24]. We use a set of 18 two-body am-
plitudes. These include five Cabibbo-allowed am-
plitudes: K"(892)+!!, K"(1410)+!!, K"

0 (1430)
+!!,

K"
2 (1430)

+!! and K"(1680)+!!; their doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed partners; and eight amplitudes with K0

S and
a !! resonance: K0

S", K0
S$, K0

Sf0(980), K0
Sf2(1270),

K0
Sf0(1370), K

0
S"(1450), K

0
S%1 and K0

S%2.

We use an unbinned maximum likelihood technique to
fit the Dalitz plot distribution to the model described by
Eq. 2 with e!ciency variation, background contributions
and finite momentum resolution taken into account. The
free parameters of the minimization are the amplitudes
aj and phases #j of the resonances, the amplitude aNR

and phase #NR of the non-resonant component, and the
masses and widths of the %1 and %2 scalars. We also
allow the masses and widths of the K"(892)+ and "(770)
states to float.

The procedures for determining the background den-
sity, the e!ciency, and the resolution are the same as in
the previous analyses [12, 14]. The background density
for D0 ! K0

S!
+!! events is extracted from "M side-

bands. The shape of the e!ciency over the Dalitz plot,
as well as the invariant mass resolution, is extracted from
the signal Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation.

The fit results are given in Table I. The fit frac-
tion for each mode is defined as the ratio of the in-
tegrals of the squared absolute value of the amplitude
for that mode, and the squared absolute value of the
total amplitude. The fit fractions do not sum up to
unity due to interference e#ects. The parameters ob-
tained for the %1 resonance (M"1

= (522 ± 6) MeV/c2,
$"1

= (453 ± 10) MeV/c2) are similar to those found
by other experiments [25, 26]. The second scalar term
%2 is introduced to account for a structure observed at
m2

## " 1.1GeV2/c4: the fit finds a small but signifi-
cant contribution with M"2

= (1033± 7) MeV/c2, $"2
=

(88 ± 7) MeV/c2. Allowing the parameters of the dom-
inant K"(892)+ and "(770) resonances to float results
in a significant improvement in the fit quality. We ob-
tain M(K"(892)) = (893.7±0.1) MeV/c2, $(K"(892)) =
(48.4± 0.2) MeV/c2, M(") = (771.7± 0.7) MeV/c2, and
$(") = (136.0± 1.3) MeV/c2.

We perform a &2 test using 54#54 bins in the region
bounded by m2

± = 0.3 GeV2/c4 and 3.0 GeV2/c4. The
bins with an expected population of less than 50 events
are combined with adjacent ones. We find &2/ndf = 2.35
for 1065 degrees of freedom (ndf), which is large. We
find that the main features of the Dalitz plot are well-
reproduced, with some significant but numerically small
discrepancies at peaks and dips of the distribution. In
our final results we include a conservative contribution
to the systematic error due to uncertainties in the D0

decay model.

10

TABLE IV: Results of the combination of the B+ ! DK+ and B+ ! D!K+ modes.
Parameter 1! interval 2! interval Systematic error Model uncertainty
"3 (78.4+10.8

"11.6)
# 54.2# < "3 < 100.5# 3.6# 8.9#

rDK 0.160+0.040
"0.038 0.084 < rDK < 0.239 0.011 +0.050

"0.010

rD!K 0.196+0.072
"0.069 0.061 < rD!K < 0.271 0.012 +0.062

"0.012

#DK (136.7+13.0
"15.8)

# 102.2# < #DK < 162.3# 4.0# 22.9#

#D!K (341.9+18.0
"19.6)

# 296.5# < #D!K < 382.7# 3.0# 22.9#
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Summary on angle γ
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γ = (68 ± 11)º
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Combined measurements of α, β, γ
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2010
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Combined measurements of α, β, γ
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2010

Strong activity in the measurement of angle γ

2011
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Magnitude of the CKM elements
Vub and Vcb 
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CKM matrix element Vub and Vcb in 
semileptonic decays

• The magnitude of V(u/c)b is measured in semileptonic decays

- exclusive B→πlν and B→D(*)lν 

- inclusive b→ulν and b→clν 

• For light leptons (e, µ), the decay rate for the process H→Plν 
can be written as 

• Clean determination of the CKM matrix element from
1. measurement of dΓ/dq2 

2. theoretical calculation of the form factor f+(q2)    [e.g. Lattice QCD]

3. determine |VqQ| from integration of the decay rate over the q2 
range

68
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5.1. Exclusive semileptonic B and D decays to light mesons ⌅ and K

5.1.1. Theoretical background
Heavy-to-light semileptonic decays, in which a B or D meson decays into a light pseudoscalar or vector meson (such as

a pion or ⇧ meson), are sensitive probes of quark flavor-changing interactions. The decay rate for H ⇧ P�⇤ semileptonic
decay is given by

d�

dq2
= G2

F |VqQ |2
24⌅3

(q2 �m2
�)

2
↵
E2
P �m2

P

q4m2
H

⌥⇧
1 + m2

�

2q2

⌃
m2

H(E2
P �m2

P)
�
f+(q2)
⇥2 + 3m2

�

8q2
(m2

H �m2
P)

2 �f0(q2)
⇥2
�

, (203)

where q ⌅ pH � pP is the momentum transferred to the lepton pair and |VqQ | is the relevant CKMmatrix element. The form
factors, f+(q2) and f0(q2), parametrize the hadronic matrix element of the heavy-to-light vector current, Vµ ⌅ iq̄⇥ µQ :

⌥P|Vµ|H� = f+(q2)
⇧
pµ
H + pµ

P �
m2

H �m2
P

q2
qµ

⌃
+ f0(q2)

m2
H �m2

P

q2
qµ, (204)

where EP = (m2
H + m2

P � q2)/2mH is the energy of the light meson in the heavy meson’s rest frame. The kinematics of
semileptonic decay require that the form factors are equal at zero momentum-transfer, f+(0) = f0(0). In the limitm� ⇧ 0,
which is a good approximation for � = e, µ, the form factor f0(q2) drops out and the expression for the decay rate simplifies
to

d�

dq2
= G2

F |VqQ |2
192⌅3m3

H

�
(m2

H + m2
P � q2)2 � 4m2

Hm
2
P
⇥3/2 |f+(q2)|2. (205)

Using the above expression, a precise experimental measurement of the decay rate, in combination with a controlled
theoretical calculation of the form factor, allows for a clean determination of the CKM matrix element |VqQ |.
Analyticity and unitarity

It is well-established that the general properties of analyticity and unitarity largely constrain the shapes of heavy-to-light
semileptonic form factors [406–410]. All form factors are analytic in q2 except at physical poles and threshold branch points.
Because analytic functions can always be expressed as convergent power series, this allows the form factors to be written
in a particularly useful manner.

Consider a change of variables that maps q2 in the semileptonic region onto a unit circle:

z(q2, t0) =
⌦
1� q2/t+ �

 
1� t0/t+⌦

1� q2/t+ + 1� t0/t+
, (206)

where t+ ⌅ (mH + mP)
2, t� ⌅ (mH � mP)

2, and t0 is a constant to be discussed later. In terms of this new variable, z, the
form factors have a simple form:

P(q2)⌃(q2, t0)f (q2) =
⌃ 

k=0

ak(t0)z(q2, t0)k. (207)

In order to preserve the analytic structure of f (q2), the function P(q2) vanishes at poles below the H–P pair-production
threshold that contribute to H–P pair-production as virtual intermediate states. For example, in the case of B⇧ ⌅�⇤ decay,
P(q2) incorporates the location of the B⇤ pole:

PB⇧⌅�⇤
+ (q2) = z(q2,mB⇤). (208)

For the case of D meson semileptonic decays, the mass of the D⇤ meson is above the D-⌅ production threshold, but the D⇤s
is below D–K production threshold. Hence

PD⇧⌅�⇤
+ (q2) = 1, (209)

PD⇧K�⇤
+ (q2) = z(q2,mD⇤s ). (210)

In the expression for f (q2), Eq. (207), ⌃(q2, t0) is any analytic function. It can be chosen, however, to make the unitarity
constraint on the series coefficients have a simple form. The standard choice for ⌃+(q2, t0), which enters the expression for
f+(q2), is [410]:

⌃+(q2, t0) =
�

3

96⌅⌥
(0)
J

⇤⌦
t+ � q2 + t+ � t0

⌅ ⇤⌦
t+ � q2 + t+ � t�

⌅3/2

⇥
⇤⌦

t+ � q2 + t+
⌅�5 (t+ � q2)

(t+ � t0)1/4
, (211)

CKM element form factor
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tween the momenta of the B and the pseudoparticle Y,
defined by its four-momentum PY ! "P! # P‘$, in the
!"4S$ frame must take a physical value: j cos"BYj< 1,
where cos"BY is computed from 0 % m2

# % "PB & PY$2,
using the values for EB and j ~pBj implied by the beam
parameters [8]. Most backgrounds are efficiently rejected
by q2-dependent cuts on the helicity angle "‘ of the W
boson [12], on the angle between the thrust axes of the Y
and of the rest of the event, on the polar angle associated
with ~pmiss, and on the squared invariant mass of Pmiss.
We reject B0 ! !&$## candidates with Y mass close to
the J= mass to avoid J= ! $#$& decays. Non-B "B
events are suppressed by requiring the ratio of second to
zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments to be smaller than 0.5,
and by cuts [16] on the number of tracks and clusters.
Radiative Bhabha and two-photon processes are rejected
by vetoing events containing a photon conversion and by
requiring " ~ptot ' ẑ$=Etot < 0:64 and " ~ptot ' ẑ$=Etot > 0:35
for candidates in the electron and positron channels,
respectively, where the z axis is given by the electron
beam direction. We reduce the remaining backgrounds
with the variables #E % " ~pB ' ~pbeams & s=2$= !!!

s
p

and

mES %
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"s=2# ~pB ' ~pbeams$2=E2

beams & ~p2
B

q
, where ~pB %

~p! # ~p‘ # ~pmiss and
!!!
s

p
is the total energy in the !"4S$

frame. Only candidates with j#Ej< 1:0 GeV and mES >
5:19 GeV are retained. When several candidates remain in
an event after these cuts, the candidate with cos"‘ closest
to zero is selected. This rejects 30% of the combinatorial
signal candidates while keeping 97% of the correct ones.
The signal event reconstruction efficiency varies between
6.7% and 9.8%, depending on the q2 bin.

The B0 ! !&‘## signal yield is obtained as a function
of q2 by performing a two-dimensional extended
maximum-likelihood fit [17] on mES, and #E in each bin
of q2. The data samples in each q2 bin are divided into four
categories: B0 ! !&‘## signal, other b! u‘#, other B "B,
and continuum backgrounds. These four types of events
have distinct structures in the two-dimensional mES-#E
plane. We use the mES-#E histograms obtained from the
MC simulation as two-dimensional probability density
functions (PDFs). The yields of the signal, b! u‘# back-
ground and other B "B background, subdivided in twelve,
three, and four q2 bins, respectively, are extracted from a
19-parameter fit of the MC PDFs to the experimental data.
The continuum background is corrected to match the off-
resonance data control sample and is fixed in the fit. The
number and type of fit parameters were chosen to provide a
good balance between reliance on simulation predictions,
complexity of the fit and total error size. mES and #E fit
projections for the experimental data are shown in Fig. 1 in
two ranges of q2 corresponding to the sum of eight bins
below and four bins above q2 % 16 GeV2. We obtain
5072( 251 events for the total signal yield, 9867( 564
events for the b! u‘# background, 33 341( 409 events
for the other B "B backgrounds, and 9299( 450 events for

the continuum yield. The fit has a %2 value of 423 for 389
degrees of freedom.

Numerous sources of systematic uncertainties and their
correlations among the q2 bins have been investigated. The
uncertainties due to the detector simulation are established
by varying within bounds given by control samples the
tracking efficiency of all charged tracks, the particle iden-
tification efficiencies of signal candidate tracks, the calo-
rimeter efficiency (varied separately for photons, K0

L and
neutrons) and the energy deposited in the calorimeter by
K0
L mesons. The reconstruction of these neutral particles

affects the analysis via the neutrino reconstruction. The
uncertainties due to the generator-level inputs to the simu-
lation are established by varying, within errors [18], the
BFs of the background processes b! u‘#, b! c‘#,D!
X‘#, and D! K0

LX as well as the BF of the !"4S$ !
B0 "B0 decay. The B0 ! !&‘##, B! &‘#, B! D‘#,
and B! D)‘# form factors are varied within bounds
given by recent calculations [19] or measurements
[14,18,20]. The heavy quark parameters used in the simu-
lation of nonresonant b! u‘# events are varied according
to Ref. [21]. We assign an uncertainty of 20% to the final
state radiation (FSR) corrections calculated by PHOTOS
[22,23]. Finally, the uncertainties due to the modeling of
the continuum are established by varying its q2, mES, and
#E shapes and total yield within their errors given by
comparisons with the off-resonance data control sample.
The high statistics provided by our technique allow us to
show that there is good agreement between data and simu-
lation for the critical variables in signal depleted, signal
enhanced, b! u‘# enhanced and continuum control
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FIG. 1 (color online). Yield fit projections for (a),(b) mES with
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samples. Consistent results are obtained either by dividing
the final data set into subsamples or using modified bin-
nings or modified event selections.

The partial BFs are calculated using the observed signal
yields, the unfolding algorithm and the signal efficiencies
given by the simulation. The total BF is given by the sum of
the partial BFs, thereby reducing the sensitivity of the
signal efficiency to the uncertainties of the f!"q2# form
factor. We compute the covariance matrix for each source
of uncertainty and use these matrices to calculate the errors
on the total BF. The fit and systematic errors are given in
Table I for five ranges of q2. The complete set of fit and
systematic uncertainties of the partial and total BFs as well
as their correlation matrices are given in Ref. [24]. Our
value of the total BF, "1:46$ 0:07stat $ 0:08syst# % 10&4, is
comparable in precision to the world average prior to our
result [18]: "1:35$ 0:08stat $ 0:08syst# % 10&4. The sys-
tematic error is due in large part to the detector efficiency.
The systematic errors arising from the BFs and form
factors of the backgrounds have been reduced with respect
to previous untagged measurements by the many-
parameter fit to the background yields in the 12 bins of q2.

The !B"q2# distribution is displayed in Fig. 2 together
with theoretical predictions. We modify the measured q2

distribution to remove FSR effects, in order to allow a
direct comparison with the theoretical predictions which
do not include such effects (this procedure is referred to
as ‘‘No FSR’’ in Ref. [24]). We obtain the f!"q2# shape
from a fit to this distribution. The !2 function minimized
in the f!"q2# fit uses a PDF based on the two-parameter
BK parametrization. It is defined in terms of the !B"q2#
covariance matrix to take into account the correlations
among the measurements in the various q2 bins. The fit
gives " ' 0:52$ 0:05stat $ 0:03syst, compared to our pre-
vious untagged measurement " ' 0:61$ 0:09 [8] (statis-
tical error only) as well as a value of jVubf!"0#j '
"9:6$ 0:3stat $ 0:2syst# % 10&4 from the fit extrapolated
to q2 ' 0, with P"!2# ' 65%. This value includes a 67%
anticorrelation between the shape and normalization pa-
rameters, " and cB, and can be used to predict [25] rates of
other decays such as B ! ##.

The !2 probabilities have been calculated relative to the
binned data result for various theoretical predictions, con-
sidering only experimental errors. We obtain P"!2# ' 67%
for HPQCD [3], 45% for Fermilab (FNAL) [4], and 41%
for LCSR [5]. The ISGW2 quark model [6], P"!2# '
0:06%, is clearly incompatible with our data.

We extract jVubj from the partial BFs !B"q2# using

the relation: jVubj '
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!B"q2#="$B0!%#

q
, where $B0 '

1:530$ 0:009 ps [18] is the B0 lifetime and !% '
"=jVubj2 is the normalized partial decay rate predicted
by the form-factor calculations [3–6]. Excluding the
ISGW2 model, the values of jVubj given in Table II range
from "3:6–4:1# % 10&3.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Partial !B"q2# spectrum in 12 bins of
q2. The smaller error bars are statistical only while the larger
ones also include systematic uncertainties. The solid black curve
shows the result of the fit of the BK parametrization to the data.
The data are also compared to unquenched LQCD calculations
[3,4], LCSR calculations [5], and the ISGW2 quark model [6].

TABLE I. Values of !B"q2# and their relative errors (%).

q2 bins (GeV2) 4–6 16–18 q2 < 16 q2 > 16 full q2 range

BF (10&4) 0.16 0.13 1.09 0.38 1.46

Fit error 12.8 17.6 5.3 10.3 4.8
Detector effects 3.7 5.0 4.4 4.5 3.7
Continuum background 1.2 1.7 2.8 3.5 2.5
B ! Xu‘& background 3.0 3.1 2.3 4.7 2.5
B ! Xc‘& background 1.7 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.0
Other effects 3.4 3.0 2.3 2.3 2.3

Total error 14.2 19.0 8.2 12.9 7.5
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We report the results of a study of the exclusive charmless semileptonic decay, B0 ! !!‘"",
undertaken with approximately 227# 106 B !B pairs collected at the "$4S% resonance with the BABAR
detector. The analysis uses events in which the signal B decays are reconstructed with an innovative loose
neutrino reconstruction technique. We obtain partial branching fractions in 12 bins of q2, the momentum
transfer squared, from which we extract the f"$q2% form-factor shape and the total branching fraction
B$B0 ! !!‘""% & $1:46' 0:07stat ' 0:08syst% # 10!4. Based on a recent unquenched lattice QCD
calculation of the form factor in the range q2 > 16 GeV2, we find the magnitude of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element jVubj to be $4:1' 0:2stat ' 0:2syst"0:6

!0:4FF% # 10!3, where the last
uncertainty is due to the normalization of the form factor.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.091801 PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 12.15.Hh, 12.38.Qk, 14.40.Nd

A precise measurement of jVubj, the smallest element of
the CKM matrix [1], will constrain the description of weak
interactions and CP violation in the standard model. The
rate for exclusive B0 ! !!‘"" decays [2] is proportional
to jVubf"$q2%j2, where the form factor f"$q2% depends on
q2, the momentum transfer squared. Values of f"$q2% for
B0 ! !!‘"" decays are provided by unquenched lattice
QCD (LQCD) calculations (HPQCD [3], Fermilab [4]),
presently reliable only at large q2 (>16 GeV2), by light
cone sum rules (LCSR) calculations [5], based on approx-
imations only valid at small q2 (<16 GeV2), and by the
ISGW2 quark model calculations [6]. Uncertainties on
these calculations dominate the errors on the computed
values of jVubj. The QCD theoretical predictions are at
present more precise for B0 ! !!‘"" than for other ex-
clusive B ! Xu‘" decays, where Xu stands for any charm-
less meson. Experimental data can be used to discriminate
between the various calculations by precisely measuring
the f"$q2% shape, thereby leading to a smaller theoretical
uncertainty on jVubj.

Values of jVubj have previously been extracted from
B0 ! !!‘"" measurements by CLEO [7], BABAR [8,9]
and Belle [10]. In this Letter, we present measurements of
the partial branching fractions (BF) #B$B0 ! !!‘""; q2%
in 12 bins of q2 using an innovative loose neutrino recon-
struction technique. This leads to more precise values of
the total BF B$B0 ! !!‘""% and of the f"$q2% form-
factor shape, which supersede those of our previous un-
tagged measurement [8]. We combine the values of
#B$q2% with recent form-factor calculations [3–5] to ob-
tain a value of jVubj.

The data set used in this analysis contains approximately
227# 106 B !B pairs corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 206 fb!1 collected at the "$4S% resonance with
the BABAR detector [11] at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy
e"e! collider, and of 27:0 fb!1 integrated luminosity of
data collected approximately 40 MeV below the "$4S%
resonance (denoted ‘‘off-resonance data’’). To estimate
the signal efficiency, and the signal and background dis-
tributions, we use a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
of generic B !B and u !u=d !d=s!s=c !c=#"#! ‘‘continuum’’
events as well as B0 ! !!‘"" signal events. Signal MC
events are produced by the FLATQ2 generator [12] and are
reweighted to reproduce the Becirevic-Kaidalov (BK) pa-

rametrization [13] of f"$q2;$; cB% where the values of the
shape and normalization parameters, $ and cB, are taken
from Ref. [8].

We reconstruct B meson candidates using !' and ‘(

tracks together with the event’s missing momentum ~pmiss
as an approximation to the signal neutrino momentum.
The decay of the second B meson is not explicitly re-
constructed. The neutrino four-momentum Pmiss )
$j ~pmissj; ~pmiss% is inferred from the difference between the
momentum of the colliding-beam particles ~pbeams, and the
sum of the momenta of all the charged and neutral particles
detected in a single event ~ptot, such that ~pmiss ) ~pbeams !
~ptot. Compared with the tagged analyses in which the two
B mesons are explicitly reconstructed [9,10], the neutrino
reconstruction approach yields a lower signal purity but a
significant increase in the signal reconstruction efficiency.
The present loose neutrino reconstruction technique also
increases the signal efficiency substantially with respect to
the previous untagged approach by avoiding the tight
neutrino quality cuts [7,8] which ensure that the neutrino
properties are well taken into account when computing
q2 & $P‘ " P"%2. In this analysis, we calculate instead
the momentum transfer as q2 & $PB ! P!%2, where, to
remove the ambiguity in the direction of the B meson, q2

is taken [14] to be the weighted average of four arbitrarily
chosen values obtained when the B direction is varied over
all possibilities. In this way, the value of q2 is unaffected by
any misreconstruction of the rest of the event. We obtain a
q2 resolution of % & 0:52 GeV2 for the signal candidates
in which the pion candidate track truly comes from a B0 !
!!‘"" decay (91% of the total). We correct for the
reconstruction effects on the q2 resolution by applying an
unregularized unfolding algorithm to the measured q2

spectrum [15].
To separate the B0 ! !!‘"" signal from the back-

grounds, we require two well-reconstructed tracks associ-
ated with a lepton-pion pair. The electron (muon) tracks are
required to have momenta greater than 0.5 (1.0) GeV in the
laboratory frame to avoid misidentified leptons and sec-
ondary semileptonic decays. We ensure that the momenta
of the lepton and pion candidates are kinematically com-
patible with a real B0 ! !!‘"" decay. This requires that a
geometrical vertex fit of the two charged tracks gives a &2

probability greater than 0.01. In addition, the angle be-
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In summary, we have measured the partial B0 ! !!‘""
branching fractions in 12 bins of q2 using a loose neutrino
reconstruction technique. We obtained the most precise
measurement to date of the B#B0 ! !!‘""$ and
jVubf"#0$j, as well as a detailed description of the
f"#q2$ shape. This shape can be compared with various
theoretical predictions and, in particular, shows that the
ISGW2 model can be ruled out. From the most recently
published unquenched LQCD calculation [3], we obtain
jVubj % #4:1& 0:2stat & 0:2syst"0:6

!0:4FF$ ' 10!3.
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CKM element Vub (Belle and BABAR)
• Many measurement of B→πlν branching fractions

• ...and with other light resonances

• |Vub| from exclusive decays yields:

                                   |Vub|=(3.38±0.36)×10-3 
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Fig. 34. Untagged B ⇤ ⌅ ⇤ measurement from BaBar [466]. Left: �E and mES projections for q2 < 16 GeV2 and q2 > 16 GeV2. Right: Measured q2
spectrum compared with a fit of the BK parametrization and with theory predictions from LQCD [427,428], LCSR [444] and the ISGW2 quark model [474].

Table 29
Total and partial branching fractions for B0 ⇤ ⌅� +⇤ with statistical and systematic uncertainties. Measurements of B(B+ ⇤ ⌅0 +⇤) have been
multiplied by a factor 2⌥B0/⌥B+ .

L (fb�1) B ⇥ 104 �B(q2 < 16) ⇥ 104 �B(q2 > 16)⇥104

BaBar no tag (⌅�) [466] 206 1.45 ±0.07 ± 0.11 1.08 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.04 ±0.05
CLEO no tag (⌅� ,⌅0) [464] 16 1.38 ± 0.15 ± 0.11 0.97 ± 0.13 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.08 ± 0.04

BaBar sl. tag (⌅�) [467] 348 1.39 ±0.21 ± 0.08 0.92 ± 0.16 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.13 ±0.03
Belle sl. tag (⌅�) [471] 253 1.38 ± 0.19 ± 0.15 1.02 ± 0.16 ± 0.11 0.36 ±0.10 ± 0.04
BaBar sl. tag (⌅0) [467] 348 1.80 ±0.28 ± 0.15 1.38 ± 0.23 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.17 ±0.06
Belle sl. tag (⌅0) [471] 253 1.43 ± 0.26 ± 0.15 1.05 ± 0.23 ± 0.12 0.37 ±0.15 ± 0.04

BaBar had. tag (⌅�) [468] 211 1.07 ± 0.27 ± 0.19 0.42 ± 0.18 ± 0.06 0.65 ± 0.20 ± 0.13
Belle had. tag (⌅�) [472] 605 1.12 ±0.18 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.16 ± 0.04 0.26 ± 0.08 ±0.01
BaBar had. tag (⌅0) [468] 211 1.54 ± 0.41 ± 0.30 1.05 ± 0.36 ± 0.19 0.49 ± 0.23 ± 0.12
Belle had. tag (⌅0) [472] 605 1.24 ±0.23 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.16 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.11 ±0.02

Average 1.36 ± 0.05 ± 0.05 0.94 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.03 ± 0.02

Table 30
Total branching fractions for exclusive B ⇤ Xu ⇤ decays with Xu = ⇥, ⇥⌅, ⇧, or �.

Decay mode B ⇥ 104 ⌃stat ⇥ 104 ⌃syst ⇥ 104

B+ ⇤ ⇥ +⇤ (BaBar average) [469] 0.37 0.06 0.07
B+ ⇤ ⇥⌅ +⇤ (CLEO no tag) [464]a 2.66 0.80 0.56
B0 ⇤ ⇧� +⇤ (average) 2.80 0.18 0.16
B+ ⇤ � +⇤ (BaBar no tag) [469] 1.14 0.16 0.08
a The BaBar collaboration reports an upper limit of B(B+ ⇤ ⇥⌅ +⇤) < 0.47 at 90% CL [467].

The ⇥ and ⇥⌅ modes have been measured by the CLEO and BaBar collaboration. The limit on B(B ⇤ ⇥⌅ ⇤) published
by BaBar [467] agrees only marginally with the CLEO result [464] (at the 2.6⌃ level). Further measurements are needed to
resolve this discrepancy. In the future, ameasurement of the ratio R⇥⌅⇥ = B(B ⇤ ⇥⌅ ⇤)/B(B ⇤ ⇥ ⇤)would be interesting
to constrain the gluonic singlet contribution to the B ⇤ ⇥(⌅) form factor, as proposed in [447].

The B ⇤ ⇧ ⇤ decay has a larger rate than charmless semileptonic decays into pseudoscalar mesons, but one must deal
with the non-resonant ⌅⌅ contribution, which leads to a sizable systematic uncertainty. The kinematics of decays with
vector mesons are described by three form factors. The statistical precision in current analyses is still too low to measure
these form factors. As an example, Fig. 35 shows the missing-mass and q2 spectra of B ⇤ ⇧ ⇤ and B ⇤ � ⇤ decays
measured by the Belle collaboration in a hadronic-tag analysis [472]. Table 30 summarizes the most precise branching
fraction results for semileptonic B decays to low-mass charmless hadrons heavier than the pion.
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Table 29
Total and partial branching fractions for B0 ⇤ ⌅� +⇤ with statistical and systematic uncertainties. Measurements of B(B+ ⇤ ⌅0 +⇤) have been
multiplied by a factor 2⌥B0/⌥B+ .

L (fb�1) B ⇥ 104 �B(q2 < 16) ⇥ 104 �B(q2 > 16)⇥104

BaBar no tag (⌅�) [466] 206 1.45 ±0.07 ± 0.11 1.08 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.04 ±0.05
CLEO no tag (⌅� ,⌅0) [464] 16 1.38 ± 0.15 ± 0.11 0.97 ± 0.13 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.08 ± 0.04

BaBar sl. tag (⌅�) [467] 348 1.39 ±0.21 ± 0.08 0.92 ± 0.16 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.13 ±0.03
Belle sl. tag (⌅�) [471] 253 1.38 ± 0.19 ± 0.15 1.02 ± 0.16 ± 0.11 0.36 ±0.10 ± 0.04
BaBar sl. tag (⌅0) [467] 348 1.80 ±0.28 ± 0.15 1.38 ± 0.23 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.17 ±0.06
Belle sl. tag (⌅0) [471] 253 1.43 ± 0.26 ± 0.15 1.05 ± 0.23 ± 0.12 0.37 ±0.15 ± 0.04

BaBar had. tag (⌅�) [468] 211 1.07 ± 0.27 ± 0.19 0.42 ± 0.18 ± 0.06 0.65 ± 0.20 ± 0.13
Belle had. tag (⌅�) [472] 605 1.12 ±0.18 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.16 ± 0.04 0.26 ± 0.08 ±0.01
BaBar had. tag (⌅0) [468] 211 1.54 ± 0.41 ± 0.30 1.05 ± 0.36 ± 0.19 0.49 ± 0.23 ± 0.12
Belle had. tag (⌅0) [472] 605 1.24 ±0.23 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.16 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.11 ±0.02

Average 1.36 ± 0.05 ± 0.05 0.94 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.03 ± 0.02

Table 30
Total branching fractions for exclusive B ⇤ Xu ⇤ decays with Xu = ⇥, ⇥⌅, ⇧, or �.

Decay mode B ⇥ 104 ⌃stat ⇥ 104 ⌃syst ⇥ 104

B+ ⇤ ⇥ +⇤ (BaBar average) [469] 0.37 0.06 0.07
B+ ⇤ ⇥⌅ +⇤ (CLEO no tag) [464]a 2.66 0.80 0.56
B0 ⇤ ⇧� +⇤ (average) 2.80 0.18 0.16
B+ ⇤ � +⇤ (BaBar no tag) [469] 1.14 0.16 0.08
a The BaBar collaboration reports an upper limit of B(B+ ⇤ ⇥⌅ +⇤) < 0.47 at 90% CL [467].

The ⇥ and ⇥⌅ modes have been measured by the CLEO and BaBar collaboration. The limit on B(B ⇤ ⇥⌅ ⇤) published
by BaBar [467] agrees only marginally with the CLEO result [464] (at the 2.6⌃ level). Further measurements are needed to
resolve this discrepancy. In the future, ameasurement of the ratio R⇥⌅⇥ = B(B ⇤ ⇥⌅ ⇤)/B(B ⇤ ⇥ ⇤)would be interesting
to constrain the gluonic singlet contribution to the B ⇤ ⇥(⌅) form factor, as proposed in [447].

The B ⇤ ⇧ ⇤ decay has a larger rate than charmless semileptonic decays into pseudoscalar mesons, but one must deal
with the non-resonant ⌅⌅ contribution, which leads to a sizable systematic uncertainty. The kinematics of decays with
vector mesons are described by three form factors. The statistical precision in current analyses is still too low to measure
these form factors. As an example, Fig. 35 shows the missing-mass and q2 spectra of B ⇤ ⇧ ⇤ and B ⇤ � ⇤ decays
measured by the Belle collaboration in a hadronic-tag analysis [472]. Table 30 summarizes the most precise branching
fraction results for semileptonic B decays to low-mass charmless hadrons heavier than the pion.



F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

CKM element Vcb from exclusive decays
• Measure B→D(*)lν branching

fraction and q2 spectrum
(similar to B→πlν)

• Several measurements from

- B factories

- LEP

• Most accurate results
from Belle and BABAR

• Average:

|Vcb| = (36.0±0.5)×10-3 
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

CKM element Vcb from inclusive decays
• In inclusive measurements of b→clν, determine

- branching fraction

- lepton energy spectrum

• Global fit for Vcb and mb 

• Average:

|Vcb| = (41.7±0.7)×10-3 
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

Vub from leptonic B±→τ±ντ decays
• The B±→τ±ντ decay already occurs at the tree level

- in SM

- in new physics with extended Higgs sector

=> sensitivity to new physics

• From SM and Unitarity Triangle properties, expect

• In minimal flavor violation (MFV) supersymmetry models, 
define ratio of branching ratios (effective coupling ε0≈10-2)

- MSSM => O(10%) suppression relative to SM BF(B→τν)
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asymmetry:

ACP(t) = S sin(⇥mst) � C cos(⇥mst)
cosh(⇥�st/2) � A⇥ sinh(⇥�s/2)

. (288)

The extra contribution A⇥ parametrizes the fraction of wrongly polarized photons, and is sensitive to NP as well as the S
term. According to the MC simulation, LHCb is expected to reach sensitivities of � (A⇥) ⌅ 0.22 and � (S) ⌅ 0.11 for 2 fb�1,
which demonstrates that the prospects for a measurement of the photon polarization at LHCb are promising.

6.3.3. Determinations of |Vtd/Vts| from b ⇧ (s, d)⌅
Since the b ⇧ d⌅ process is suppressed by a factor of |Vtd/Vts| compared to b ⇧ s⌅ , its branching fraction is useful to

extract the ratio |Vtd/Vts| by means of (286). The exclusive modes to be studied in the case of b ⇧ d⌅ are B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ .
Due to their small branching fractions, the continuum background suppression is a key issue in the analysis. In addition, the
good particle identification of the BaBar and Belle detectors is essential to separate B ⇧ ⌥⌅ from B ⇧ K ⇤⌅ . Both BaBar
and Belle have observed clear signals of these modes. The current values of the branching fractions are given in Table 42.

The input value for the extraction of |Vtd/Vts| is the branching ratio of B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ and B ⇧ K ⇤⌅ . One can perform a
simultaneous fit to B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ and B ⇧ K ⇤⌅ or calculate the ratio from the individual fits to B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ and B ⇧ K ⇤⌅ ,
so as to cancel common systematic errors. In order to obtain the combined branching fraction of B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ , one assumes
the isospin relation B(B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ ) = B(B+ ⇧ ⌥+⌅ ) = 2 ( B+/ B0) B(B0 ⇧ ⌥0⌅ ) = 2 ( B+/ B0) B(B0 ⇧ ⌦⌅ ).
From the combined branching fraction of B ⇧ ⌥+⌅ , B ⇧ ⌥0⌅ , and B ⇧ ⌦⌅ , BaBar and Belle have extracted the values
0.039 ± 0.008 and 0.0284 ± 0.0050stat

+0.0027
�0.0029syst for B(B ⇧ (⌥,⌦)⌅ )/B(B ⇧ K ⇤⌅ ), respectively. These measurements

translate into |Vtd/Vts| = 0.233 +0.025
�0.024expr ± 0.021theo for BaBar [721] and 0.195 +0.020

�0.019expr ± 0.015theo for Belle [720], where
the first (second) error in |Vtd/Vts| is of experimental (theoretical) nature. The values extracted from the individual decay
modes can also be found in the latter references.

Future precise measurements of B ⇧ Xd⌅ also provide a promising way to determine the ratio |Vtd/Vts|. Using the value
of B(B ⇧ Xd⌅ ) as given in Section 6.2.2 leads to |Vtd/Vts| = 0.177± 0.043expr ± 0.001theo [664]. Although the given theory
error is likely to be underestimated, as it does not take into account an uncertainty due to the experimental cut onMXd , the
quoted numbers make clear that determinations of |Vtd/Vts| from B ⇧ Xd⌅ are at the moment essentially only limited by
experiment.

So far, the central values of |Vtd/Vts| extracted from b ⇧ (s, d)⌅ are compatible with the ones following from Bd,s
mixing [220], although both the experimental and theoretical uncertainties are significantly larger in the former case.While
thus not suitable for a precise determination of |Vtd/Vts|, the b ⇧ (s, d)⌅ results are complementary to those from neutral
mesonmixing, since they could be affected differently by NP. It is therefore worthwhile to try to improve themeasurements
of b ⇧ (s, d)⌅ with one order of magnitude larger luminosities.

6.4. Purely leptonic rare decays

6.4.1. Theory of purely leptonic rare decays
The charged-current processes P ⇧ ↵⌃ are the simplest flavor-violating helicity suppressed observables. Both in the SM

andmodels of NPwith a extended Higgs sector thesemodes appear already at the tree level. The charged Higgs contribution
is proportional to the Yukawa couplings of quarks and leptons, but it can compete with the contribution arising form W±-
boson exchange due to the helicity suppression of P ⇧ ↵⌃ [145]. Taking into account the resummation of the leading
tan⇤ = vu/vd corrections to all orders, the H± contributions to the P ⇧ ↵⌃ amplitude within a MFV supersymmetric
framework leads to the following ratio [146,399]

RP↵⌃ = BSM(P ⇧ ↵⌃)

BSUSY(P ⇧ ↵⌃)
=

⇤

1 �
�

m2
P

m2
H±

⇥
tan2 ⇤

1 + ⇧0 tan⇤

⌅2

, (289)

where ⇧0 denotes the effective coupling which parametrizes the non-holomorphic corrections to the down-type Yukawa
interaction. One typically has ⇧0 ⌅ 10�2. For a natural choice of the MSSM parameters, the relation (289) implies a
suppression with respect to the SM in the B ⇧  ⌃ decay of O(10%), but an enhancement is also possible for very light
MH± .

Performing a global t of the unitarity triangle, one obtains the following SM prediction B(B ⇧  ⌃)SM = (0.87±0.19)⇥
104. The major part of the total error stems from the uncertainty due to the B-meson decay constant fB. The latter prediction
is 1.7� below the current world average B(B ⇧  ⌃)exp = (1.51 ± 0.33) ⇥ 104. However, systematic errors in the lattice
determinations of fB in conjunction with the limited experimental statistics do not allow to draw a clear-cut conclusion
about the presence of beyond the SM physics in B ⇧  ⌃ at the moment.

The expression for RKµ⌃ is obtained from (289) by replacing m2
B with m2

K . Although the charged Higgs contributions are
now suppressed by a factor m2

K/m2
B ⌅ 1/100, K ⇧ ↵⌃ is competitive with B ⇧  ⌃ due to the excellent experimental

resolution [346] and the good theoretical control of the former. The best strategy to fully exploit the NP sensitivity of

B(B ⇥ ⇥�)SM = (0.87± 0.19)� 10�4
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B±→τ±ντ  measurements
• At least 3 neutrinos in the final state (B→τντ , followed by (e.g.) τ→µνµντ )

=> use the recoil technique

- reconstructed B (tagging B) as

- semileptonic => high statistics, but non-negligible background

- hadronic => cleaner, but lower statistics

- on signal side:

- reconstruct all visible particles

- reject events with larger energy deposited in the calorimeter

• Belle and BABAR have observed the decay B±→τ±ντ :

- Belle:      BF(B±→τ±ν) = (1.54±0.38±0.30)×10-4 

- BABAR: BF(B±→τ±ν) = (1.76±0.49)×10-4 

- Average (HFAG): BF(B±→τ±ν) = (1.64±0.34)×10-4 
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

B±→τ±ντ: comparison to SM
• Average B±→τ±ντ branching fraction:

• SM prediction:

• Difference = (0.77 ± 0.39)×10-4  => 2.0σ discrepancy

- Remarks:

- SM systematic uncertainty from lattice calculation is missing

- experimental uncertainty is statistics dominated

=> new more data at next-generation B factory(ies)!
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B(B ⇥ ⇥�)SM = (0.87± 0.19)� 10�4

B(B ! ⌧⌫)
exp

= (1.64± 0.34)⇥ 10�4
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Global fits
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F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

Global fit strategy
• CKM matrix elements can be determined from global fit 

using all available measurements:

- 4 parameters

- 100’s of measurements

=> strong constraints on parameters

• Any discrepancy not explainable within the standard model 
would be a sign of new physics!

• Two main strategies:

- frequentist

- applied by the CKMFitter group    [ http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr ]

- bayesian

- applied by the UTFit group     [ http://www.utfit.org/UTfit ]
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UTFit: evolution over time
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UTFit: results 2010
• Overall very good agreement

between measurements

- small discrepancy between
|Vub| measurements from
inclusive and exclusive modes
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Table 85
The values obtained for the theoretical parameters from a UT analysis using the angles and Vub/Vcb measurements are compared with the results of lattice
calculations.

Parameter UT (angles + Vub/Vcb) Lattice QCD results

BK 0.78 ± 0.05 0.75 ± 0.07
fBs

�
BBs [MeV] 266.8 ± 4.1 270 ± 30

⌅ = fBs
�

BBs
fBd

�
BBd

1.23 ± 0.03 1.21 ± 0.04

fBd [MeV] 195 ± 11 200 ± 20

10.1.5. Comparison with the results of CKMfitter
Extracting StandardModel best values of parameters from the very large number of differentmeasurements is difficult. It

is not trivial to combine measurements with very different statistical errors and extract the best the information. However,
it is much more difficult to combine measurements with widely different sources and estimations of the systematic errors,
in many cases there is need for case-to-case judgment and margin for interpretation.

For these reasons, it has been extremely important to have more than one approach to fits of the UT Triangle. In this
section the results obtained by the UT fit group are compared with the most recent results of the CKMfitter group as
summarized in http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr/. The inputs to the two fitting methods are different, and the choice of the lattice
parameters differs and experimental inputs are taken from a slightly different sets of measurements, some of them taken
from earlier publications. Nonetheless, the comparison is important, because it shows that different approaches lead to
somewhat different results.

exclusive
decays

inclusive
decays
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CKMFitter: CP violating quantities
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α, β, γ, εK
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CKMFitter: CP conserved quantities

81

|Vub| (with B→τν), Δm
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CKMFitter: tree quantities
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|Vub|, γ(from α and β)
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CKMFitter: global fit result
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without  sin2β, with B→τν
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CKMFitter: global fit result

84

with sin2β, without  B→τν



F.Blanc, Flavor Physics

Comparison UTFit / CKMFitter
• Compare results from UTFit and CKMFitter groups

• The fitted values are all compatible within their uncertainties

• Both fitters agree on the tension between sin2β and B→τν 
85
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Table 81
Most relevant experimental inputs to the UT fits. Internal references with the details of the choice of the inputs are also included.

Input Source Value Ref.

|Vud| Nuclear decays 0.97425 ± 0.00022 Eq. (117)
|Vus| SL Kaon decays 0.2259 ± 0.0009 Eq. (178)
|Vcb|incl. SL charmed B decays (41.54 ± 0.73) ⇥ 10�3 Eq. (265)
|Vcb|excl. SL charmed B decays (38.6 ± 1.1) ⇥ 10�3 Eq. (259)
|Vub| incl. SL charmless B decays (4.11+0.27

�0.28) ⇥ 10�3 Eq. (280)
|Vub| excl. SL charmless B decays (3.38 ± 0.36) ⇥ 10�3 Eq. (229)
B(B+ ⌅  +⌃) Leptonic B decays (1.51 ± 0.33) ⇥ 10�4 Table 44
�md BdB̄d mixing (0.507 ± 0.005) ps�1 Fig. 58
�ms BsB̄s mixing (17.77 ± 0.12) ps�1 Section7.2.2

|⇤K | KK̄ mixing (2.229 ± 0.012) ⇥ 10�3 Eq. (341)
sin 2⇥ Charmonium B decays 0.671 ± 0.023 Fig. 60
B & CP parameters B ⌅ ⌥⌥ , ��, �⌥ decays Section 9
(x±, y±),B&A B ⌅ D(⇤)0K (⇤)± (GGSZ, GLW, ADS) Section 8

Table 82
Phenomenological inputs obtained from Lattice QCD calculations.

Input Value

fBs (MeV) 245 ± 25
B̂Bs 1.22±0.12
fBs/fBd 1.21±0.04
B̂Bs/B̂Bd 1.00±0.03
BK 0.75±0.07

Table 83
Results of the global fit for the parameters of the CKM matrix. Parameters obtained with the CKMfitter approach (see Section 10.1.5) are also shown for
comparison.

Parameter Result CKMfitter

�̄ 0.158 ± 0.021 0.139+0.025
�0.027

⌅̄ 0.343 ± 0.013 0.341+0.016
�0.015

A 0.802 ± 0.015 0.812+0.010
�0.024

⇧ 0.2259 ± 0.0016 0.2252±0.0008
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Fig. 94. Individual and global constraints in the (�̄, ⌅̄) plane from the global UT fits. The shaded areas indicate the individual constraints at 95% CL. The
contours of the overall constraints defining the apex of the UT triangle correspond to 68% and 95% CL.

10.1.3. Results of global fits
Fig. 94 displays the results of the global fit in the (�̄, ⌅̄) plane. A summary of the fitted parameters of the CKMmatrix (see

Section 1 for definitions) is presented in Table 83. The global fits also result in improved determinations of the measured
quantities, the angles and sides of the Unitarity Triangle which are listed in Table 84.
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Table 84
Improved measurements of angles and sides of the Unitarity Triangle obtained from the global fits. Results obtained with the CKMfitter approach (see
Section 10.1.5) are also shown for comparison.

Parameter Results CKMfitter

⇥ (°) 92.6 ± 3.2 90.6+3.8
�4.2

sin2⇤ 0.698 ± 0.019 0.684+0.023
�0.021

⌅ (°) 65.4 ± 3.1 67.8+4.2
�3.9

|Vub| 0.00359 ± 0.0012 0.00350+0.00015
�0.00014

|Vcb| 0.0409 ± 0.0005 0.04117+0.00038
�0.00115

|Vtd| 0.00842 ± 0.00021 0.00859+0.00027
�0.00029
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Fig. 95. Allowed regions for (⌥, ⌃), as constrained by the measurement of |Vub|/|Vcb|, �md , �ms and ⇧K (left) and of the angles ⇥, sin 2⇤ , ⌅ , 2⇤ + ⌅ , ⇤
and cos 2⇤ (right). The closed contours indicate the regions of 68% and 95% CL for the triangle apex, while the colored zones mark the 95% CL for each
constraint.

The increasing precision of themeasurements and of the theoretical calculations have significantly improved the knowl-
edge of the allowed region for the apex position (⌥, ⌃). Good overall consistency between the various measurements at 95%
CL is observed, thus establishing the CKMmechanism as the dominant source of CP violation in B-meson decays.

Furthermore, measurements of CP-violating quantities from the B-factories are now so abundant and precise that the
CKM parameters can be constrained by the angles of the Unitarity Triangle alone, as shown in Fig. 95. In addition, (⌥, ⌃) can
be determined independently using experimental information from CP-conserving processes, |Vub|/|Vcb| from semileptonic
B decays, �md and �ms from the Bd � B̄d and Bs � B̄s oscillations and the direct CP violation measurements in the Kaon
sector, ⇧K (see Fig. 95). Prior to the precise BaBar and Belle measurements this was the strategy used to predict the value of
sin 2⇤ [1156].

Although the global fits show very good agreement overall, there are some measurements for which the agreement is
less convincing. As described in Section 10.1.1, UT fit quantifies the overall agreement of individual measurements with
predictions of the global fit by means of compatibility plots. Such plots for ⇥, sin 2⇤ , ⌅ and �ms are shown in Fig. 96.
The direct measurements for ⇥ and �ms are in excellent agreement with the indirect determination from the global fits,
although for�ms the effectiveness of the comparison is limited by the precision on the theoretical inputs, resulting in sizable
uncertainties (compared to the experimental one) for the prediction extracted from the fit. The direct measurement of ⌅
yields a slightly higher value of (78 ± 12°) than the indirect one from the overall fit, (65 ± 3°), though they are compatible
within 1� . The measurement of sin 2⇤ based on the CP asymmetry in B0 ⇥ J/ K 0 is slightly shifted with respect to the
indirect determination, but compatible to within 2� .

It has been observed for several years that the direct measurement of sin 2⇤ favors a value of |Vub| that is more
compatible with the direct determination of |Vub| based on exclusive rather than inclusive charmless semileptonic decays.
The problem is illustrated in Fig. 97 and reflects the great challenge that the extraction of |Vub| from charmless semileptonic
decays represents. Experimentally, these charmless decays are impacted by very large backgrounds which are difficult
to understand in detail and difficult to suppress due to the presence of a neutrino in the final state. Theoretically, the
required normalization and corrections for hadronic effects based on QCD calculations are dominating the uncertainties.
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